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Abstract
It is important to be able to find the position of a sensor remotely from a collection of receive
signals indoors and outdoors. This is useful when tracking a person’s location indoors. The
use of GPS is inadequate when used inside. A closed form expression of the integral related
to the coupling between two small loop antennas in the near and far fields has been derived.
The inverse problem is then solved to locate a transmitter given arbitrary orientation and
position based on a received signal. Due to the size of the problem, Maple has been used
to assist various computations and simplifications. Two successful approaches to the inverse
problem are proposed and tested - one using Procrustes method and one using a self-developed
determinant method - providing a complete proof of concept.
ii
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Executive Summary
It is very helpful to be able to locate and track a sensor based on external received data. One
example of this is the case of locating a firefighter as he or she moves throughout a building.
The use of Global Positioning System (GPS) is not applicable when trying to track a sensor
inside most buildings. This is because high frequency signals are easily reflected off of walls and
metal obstacles such as appliances. This Major Qualifying Project (MQP) obtained a general
expression describing the coupling between two antennas in the near and far fields. The fields
used for this project describe the electromagnetic fields of a small loop antenna. They are
shown below.
Eφ = 30β3dm
(
1
βr
− j
(βr)2
)
sin θ e−jβr
Hr =
β3dm
2pi
(
j
(βr)2
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1
(βr)3
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Eθ = Er = Hφ = 0
(0.0.1)
The terms which are proportional to 1
(βr)3
represent the strict near field. Those which are
proportional to 1βr correspond to the strict far field. These fields are used in deriving the closed
form analytic expression. The integral which needs to be evaluated is shown below.
∫
S
[EB ×HA − EA ×HB] · n dS (0.0.2)
EA, EB, HA, and HB correspond to the electromagnetic field vectors for two antennas, A
and B, as given in the field equations seen in Equation 0.0.1. The first step in solving this
problem is to define its geometry. The fields describe an antenna pointed vertically. This
means that the array of rotation angles (α1, α2, α3) must be used to describe an antenna which
is already oriented at those angles and must be rotated back to point in the z-direction. This
construction of the geometry allowed for various techniques to be applied in deriving a closed
form expression of Equation 0.0.2. The geometry is visually shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1: Spherical Coordinate System
Figure 1 shows the angle definitions for representing points in spherical coordinates.
Figure 2: Orientation Angles
v
The integral was then solved using the following approach.
1. Consider antenna A located at the origin oriented in the z direction
2. Place antenna B at an arbitrary point (r0, θ0, φ0) with orientation (α1, α2, α3)
3. Unrotate antenna B’s electromagnetic fields by the negative angles (−α1,−α2,−α3)
4. Construct the surface on which to integrate the fields.
These steps required mathematical tricks involving the use of limit properties and using the
problem’s geometry to apply a useful series representation.
Once this closed form expression was derived, it needed to be tested to ensure that is was
correct. This relied heavily on analyzing the geometry to find cases of symmetries. These cases
include symmetries about axes along with transformational symmetries due to rotations. The
phase and amplitude of the expression was used to test these scenarios. One interesting and
insightful result shows the near and far field behavior of the phase. The phase remains constant
in the strictly near field case and behaves as expected in the far field, as seen in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Phase Behavior in the Near and Far Fields
Once the closed form expression was thoroughly tested, the inverse problem was considered.
This inverse problem used the analytic solution to design a method to locate a transmitters
position based on a received signal. A brute force approach is infeasible as it is a 6-dimensional
problem. Two methods were created in order to reduce the dimensionality of the problem and
provided a solution. In each method, the transmitter was placed somewhere in a 10 by 10
grid with nontrivial orientation and one receive antenna was placed on each of the four corners.
These methods both utilized the formation of a coupling matrix. This coupling matrix is defined
in Equation 0.0.3.
CM =
 cxx cxy cxzcyx cyy cyz
czx czy czz
 (0.0.3)
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The elements c∗∗ represent the coupling between the corresponding ‘axes’ of two antenna
triplets at points A and B, composed of three orthogonal loop antennas.
The first approach of solving the location problem took advantage of a Procrustes-based
solution. This involved searching a grid for the minimal error of a rotation of the coupling matrix
into an “expected” coupling matrix at each point. The scenario in which the transmitter was
located at (7,7) with four receive antennas located at (0,0), (10,0), (10,10), and (0,10) is shown
in Figure 4.
Figure 4: Problem Layout
The results from this solution are seen in Figure 5 below.
Figure 5: Procrustes Approach
The second method utilized the fact that the determinant of the coupling matrix is invariant
under rotations of the transmitter. This gives powerful information regarding the radial position
of the transmitter without knowing the rotation or orientation of the transmitter. Given the
vii
same layout described above, this method produces the result seen in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Determinant Approach
This solution provided an accurate estimation of the location of the transmitter. This
method was faster than the Procrustes Method but required multiple receive antennas; however,
the enhanced Procrustes Method worked well with only one receive antenna.
This MQP met the first goal of deriving a general analytic expression describing the coupling
between two small loop antennas. Additionally, the project met its other goal of solving the
inverse problem of locating a transmitter given a received signal. Two valid approaches for
this second problem were designed and tested. There are various topics to consider for future
development. First, the algorithms used in both design approaches may be optimized. One
potential adaption involves a hybrid method which utilizes the Determinant Method to narrow
the region of searching for the Procrustes Method and may result in a faster, more accurate
solution. Another topic to consider is the problem of deciding where to optimally place the
receive antennas. Also, more research may be conducted regarding the properties of the coupling
matrix and the detailed behavior of the coupling expression in the near field. Finally, this project
provided a concrete proof of concept for the solution to this problem offering the potential for
a physical implementation of this theory to be created, tested, and patented.
viii
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1 Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
In many applications, it is useful to be able to determine the location and orientation of a
sensor remotely from a collection of receive antennas. One example of this scenario is the case
in which a firefighter’s location is to be tracked as he or she explores the interior of a building.
The use of Global Positioning System (GPS) will not work for tracking inside most buildings.
This project aims to offer a solution to this problem by first deriving an analytic expression
describing the general (both near and far field) coupling between two antennas. This solution
should be valid for antennas of any arbitrary location and orientation. The second goal of this
project is to solve the inverse problem of locating an antenna given the coupling between two
antennas.
1.2 Antenna Background
An antenna is a common transducer whose purpose is to transmit and receive electromagnetic
waves. A transmitting antenna converts a change in electrical current into electromagnetic
waves while a receiving antenna converts change in electromagnetic waves into electrical current.
When one antenna is brought into the electromagnetic field of another antenna, an effect known
as coupling occurs. The coupling between two antennas is described by the power transferred
from one to the other. This project will consider the coupling effects between two antennas
using a sinusoidally excited circular current loop model for each antenna. This model assumes
a theoretical loop antenna with an infinitesimal current source.
The small loop antenna creates an electromagnetic field component with terms proportional
to 1βr and
1
(βr)2
. It also creates magnetic field components which are proportional to 1βr ,
1
(βr)2
,
and 1
(βr)3
. The terms proportional to 1βr are commonly known as the “far field” components.
These components consist of both the electric and magnetic fields. The terms which are propor-
tional to 1
(βr)2
are known as the induction terms, or the radiating “near field.” The 1
(βr)3
terms
are commonly denoted as the reactive “near field,” or electrostatic field terms. This 1
(βr)3
term
is only produced by the magnetic field. In many applications involving high-frequency and/or
long distances, these last two terms drop off very quickly and may be neglected. However, this
paper will be very concerned with this “near field” range.
When working with low frequencies, the wavelength of an electromagnetic field (λ = c/f)
becomes longer, making it less prone to reflections off nearby obstacles. For this reason, this
document is mainly concerned with low frequency electromagnetic fields (f = 170kHz) and
their behavior within one wavelength from the source. Because the field generated by a low
frequency source will reflect less off obstacles, precision indoor location applications where GPS
is inadequate may be considered.
The near field’s behavior is not commonly considered in electrical engineering, as most
electromagnetics problems assume that the frame of reference is in the far field. In the far
field, the phase of the electromagnetic field varies linearly and is unidirectional. This is not
the case when considering the near field, as the phase oscillates nonlinearly along the edge of
“polarization ellipses.” Another factor which far field approximations use is that the Poynting
vector, E ×H, is in the same direction of the unit vector er and normal to both E and H. In
the near field, this is not necessarily the case, however this project deals with a loop antenna
which has this property in its near field. Also, in the near field, the Poynting vector decays as
1/R6 and approaches 1/R2 when moving into the far field (R is the distance from the radiating
1
source). Finally, in the far field, the phase of E and H varies linearly with R while is does not
in the far field. It is because of these nonlinearities and unusual behaviors that most engineers
and scientists do not consider the near electromagnetic field for applications.
1.3 Precision Personnel Locator and The Mantenna
The Precision Personnel Locator (PPL) is an ongoing project being developed by WPI. The
goal of this project is to create a system to locate and track personnel indoors and outdoors.
The PPL utilizes Ultra High Frequency (UHF) in the far field to track movement. Unlike the
PPL, the Mantenna operates by homing in on stranded personnel indoors and outdoors instead
of tracking. The Mantenna relies on the use of low frequencies in the near field. These projects
are being funded by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) of the US Department of Justice
and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) of the US Department of Homeland
Security (DHS). This project will essentially be a hybrid of these two approaches; utilizing low
frequencies in the near field as a method to locate and track personnel
1.4 Problem Approach
The coupling expression between two antennas is derived from the following integral1; EA, HA,
EB, and HB are the electric and magnetic vector fields for two antennas A and B respectively.∫
S
[EB ×HA − EA ×HB] · n dS
This expression is directly proportional to the transimpedance of the two port network com-
posed of antennas A and B. We may find this transimpedance by simply scaling the expression
above by the reciprocal of the currents (IAIB)−1 in each antenna. These currents are repre-
sentative of those used to generate the electromagnetic fields in antennas A and B—not the
current induced in one by the other. Although we keep this in mind, we are not concerned with
the physicality of the network and thus will disregard this term, as the currents are just a scale
factor.
The “power coupling” may also be expressed through this integral as well by taking the
magnitude squared of the integral and multiplying by a constant depending on the power
radiated by both antennas. Although this is not necessarily what we are interested in, we can
see that the integral above is something which we can measure in a real system. This means
that if we are to obtain a closed form expression for the integral, we will be able use the data
from a receiving antenna to solve for the position of a transmitter in an arbitrary place.
This strategy may be enhanced by constructing two antenna units, each composed of three
antennas pointed orthogonal to each other. We may then solve for the coupling between each
“axis” of the two units. Once these couplings are solved, we can place the results in a matrix
and use the data to better solve for the location of a transmitter.
Although this problem seems to be simple once the integral is evaluated, the inverse problem
of solving for the position of a transmitter is a six-dimensional problem. Thus we will need to
use some close observations along with some results pertaining to linear algebra to solve the
problem.
1Pace, J. “Asymptotic Formulas for Coupling between Two Antennas in the Fresnel Region”
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2 Analysis
2.1 Geometry
Deriving the analytical coupling between two antennas in three dimensions requires a thorough
knowledge of the system’s geometry. At this point it is crucial to mention that the electromag-
netic fields used throughout this paper pertain to a small loop antenna centered on the origin
“pointing” vertically (i.e. current flowing counter-clockwise in the xy-plane). Figure 7 portrays
the basic configuration of our loop antenna.
Figure 7: Geometry
The first thing we should observe is that a system of two arbitrarily oriented elements in
3-space may be generated by holding one in a static condition while translating/rotating the
other. We are able to do this because the loop antennas we are dealing with are considered
infinitesimally small and symmetric about all axes.
Once we have the understanding that we may position one antenna fixed at the origin, we
can describe the relative orientations and positions of the remote antenna through 6 dimensions.
These include the spherical coordinate triplet (r, θ, φ) and the rotation angles (α1, α2, α3). These
angles describe counterclockwise rotations about the x, y, and z-axes, allowing us to rotate the
remote antenna in any fashion necessary. A picture of this scenario may be seen below in
Figure 8
We must take care in understanding the angles describing the orientation of the remote
antenna. Recall that fields we are using describe an antenna pointed vertically. This means
that the triplet (α1, α2, α3) must be used to describe an antenna which is already oriented at
those angles and must be rotated back to point in the z-direction. The approach we will be
using for deriving the coupling expression may be summarized in the following way:
1. Consider antenna A located at the origin oriented in the z direction
2. Place antenna B at an arbitrary point (r0, θ0, φ0) with orientation (α1, α2, α3)
3
Figure 8: Geometry
3. Unrotate antenna B’s electromagnetic fields by the negative angles (−α1,−α2,−α3)
4. Construct the surface on which to integrate the fields.
Once we have set up the problem in this manner, we may solve the integral to obtain the
analytical expression for the coupling between the two antennas as in the next section.
2.2 Coupling Expression
The problem posed in this project pertains to the location of a radiating source in its “near”
electromagnetic field or “near field.” The separation between “near” and “far” electromagnetic
fields of a radiating source is ambiguous, thus we will describe it in this section as follows:
Near Field: The region of an electromagnetic field where terms of order two and three
pertaining to a scaled distance from the source are much larger than those pertaining to unity
orders of distance (i.e. 1/(βr)3  1/(βr)2  1/(βr), where r is the distance from a source).
The term β is crucial to the understanding of the regions of an electromagnetic field. β, called
the wavenumber, is inversely proportional to the wavelength of the electromagnetic field. This
means lower frequencies that generate longer wavelengths will result in the electromagnetic near
field extending farther than a field with a higher frequency.
With this definition, we will define the electromagnetic fields pertaining to loop antennas
in the near field as described in Strauss2:
2Strauss, I. “Near and Far Fields From Statics to Radiation”
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Eφ = 30β3dm
(
1
βr
− j
(βr)2
)
sin θ e−jβr
Hr =
β3dm
2pi
(
j
(βr)2
+
1
(βr)3
)
cos θ ejβr
Hθ = −β
3dm
4pi
(
1
βr
− j
(βr)2
− 1
(βr)3
)
sin θ e−jβr
Eθ = Er = Hφ = 0
(2.2.1)
The approach we have used to locate a transmitter in the near field requires us to find
a closed form expression of the following integral3 over the fields generated by two antennas
located at arbitrary points A and B:
∫
S
[EB ×HA − EA ×HB] · n dS (2.2.2)
This may be evaluated using an arbitrary surface around point B with unit normal surface
element vector n dS. We have chosen to work in the spherical coordinate system as it is easiest
to describe the fields in this fashion. At this time, we will also define our surface of integration
as a sphere around the point B.
2.2.1 Field Rotation
This problem requires that the integral be solved for two arbitrarily oriented antennas; to do
this, we consider antenna A to be located at the origin and describe the radial and angular
displacements of the pair with respect to the antenna at point B alone. This may be done
by transforming the vectors EB(r) and HB(r) by rotation matrices. The easiest way we have
found to perform this transformation is to reproduce the vectors EB and HB with the standard
Cartesian unit vectors. These new representations of the fields will be denoted E˜B(r) and
H˜B(r). The following change of variables is used to express E˜B(r) and H˜B(r):
er = cosφ sin θex + sinφ sin θey + cos θez
eφ = − sinφex + cosφey
eθ = cosφ sin θex + sinφ sin θey − sin θez
(2.2.3)
Taking these new vectors, we assume they are rotated by an arbitrary array of angles,
α = (α1, α2, α3);This implies:
E˜B(r,α) = R−1(α)E˜B(r)
In other words, the E field produced by an antenna with arbitrary position and orientation is
equivalent to an antenna with position r unrotated by the set of angles α1, α2, and α3 about
3Pace, J. “Asymptotic Formulas for Coupling between Two Antennas in the Fresnel Region”
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the x, y, and z axes. The following rotation matrix was used for this calculation:
R−1(α) = R−1z (α1)R
−1
y (α2)R
−1
x (α3)
Rx(α1) =
 1 0 00 cosα1 sinα1
0 − sinα1 cosα1

Ry(α2) =
 cosα2 0 − sinα20 1 0
sinα2 0 cosα2

Rz(α3) =
 cosα3 sinα3 0− sinα3 cosα3 0
0 0 1

(2.2.4)
It should be noted that when we left-multiply a vector by a matrix, the result will be each
component of the original vector times its respective unit vector left-multiplied by the matrix.
Since our unit vectors in spherical coordinates are linear combinations of the Cartesian unit
vectors, we need only apply these inverse matrices to the unit vectors dependent on r, described
in Equation 2.2.3
R−1(α)er = er(α)
Similarly, we obtain the unit vectors eφ(α) and eθ(α). Applying these new unit vectors to the
expressions for E and H, we obtain the same fields rotated by the angles α1, α2, and α3 about
the x, y, and z-axes respectively.
2.2.2 Surface of Integration
After rotating the vector fields at point B, we must describe an arbitrary point of the surface
of integration. This point will be described as another polar expression with Cartesian bases.
First, we will describe the point on the surface of a sphere centered on (x0, y0, z0). This defines
the surface with respect to antenna A, SA; SA denotes the boundary of the sphere centered at
point B=(x0, y0, z0) with respect to point A with radius ε.
SA = sA = (x0, y0, z0) + ε(cosϕ sinϑ, sinϕ sinϑ, cosϑ)
= (x0 + ε cosϕ sinϑ, y0 + ε sinϕ sinϑ, z0 + ε cosϑ)
(2.2.5)
Note that the point (r, θ, φ) 6= (ε, ϑ, ϕ). The next step is to describe the same point with
respect to the antenna at point B. This point is a bit different since we have antenna B centered
on the point (x0, y0, z0). We may define a point on the sphere around B in the same way as in
2.2.5 substituting x0 = y0 = z0 = 0
SB = sB = (ε cosϕ sinϑ, ε sinϕ sinϑ, ε cosϑ) (2.2.6)
The normal vector n in Equation 2.2.2 may also be written after dividing by the radius of
the sphere in Equation 2.2.6
n = (cosϕ sinϑ, sinϕ sinϑ, cosϑ)
Now that we have obtained expressions for the surface, we must transform our coordinates
(r, θ, φ) to (ε, ϑ, ϕ). For antenna A, we may just use the spherical coordinates transform on the
vector describing SA. That is,
6
rA = |sA|
φA = tan−1
(
sA2
sA1
)
θA = cos−1
(
sA3
|sA|
) (2.2.7)
Antenna B has a smaller expression for the surface of integration, but the change of variables
from r to rB is a bit more complicated. Due to our rotation of the Cartesian basis by α, we
must rotate our location of the point on the surface back to where it was before we rotated
it. This means we apply the rotation matrix R(α) to the vector sB, and then proceed as in
Equation 2.2.7
sB(α) = R(α)sB
rB = |sB(α)|
φB = tan−1
(
sB2(α)
sB1(α)
)
θB = cos−1
(
sB3(α)
|sB(α)|
) (2.2.8)
Now we are able to construct the fields E˜A, H˜A, E˜B, and H˜B in terms of (ε, ϑ, ϕ, α1, α2, α3)
by substituting their respective coordinate transforms.
2.2.3 Integration
The only thing left to do is plug the fields into Equation 2.2.2 and integrate over the sphere
using dS = ε2 sinϑdϑ dϕ as the surface element. This is the Jacobian of the change of variables
from Cartesian to spherical coordinates.
2pi∫
0
pi∫
0
[E˜B × H˜A − E˜A × H˜B] · n (ε2 sinϑ dϑ dϕ) (2.2.9)
Now we will return the notion that the surface of integration may be arbitrary. This implies
that the result of the integral is unaffected by the radius of the sphere which we choose. For
example, one may consider the surface to be a hemisphere with infinite radius and integrate over
a plane separating antennas A and B. This surface does not offer many advantages; however,
the sphere with arbitrarily small radius centered on point B will produce the same expression.
That is, if we take the surface around antenna B to be a sphere with radius ε approaching 0,
we may express Equation 2.2.9 under a limit with hopes of a simpler result in the following way
lim
ε→0
2pi∫
0
pi∫
0
[E˜B × H˜A − E˜A × H˜B] · n (ε2 sinϑ dϑ dϕ) (2.2.10)
Another simplification which can be made at this point is to transform the location of
antenna B at point (x0, y0, z0) into a spherical representation of terms (r0, θ0, φ0). This will
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eliminate some square roots and other transcendental functions which may be unfriendly to
integrate. This requires a change of variables
x0 = r0 cosφ0 sin θ0
y0 = r0 sinφ0 sin θ0
z0 = r0 cos θ0
(2.2.11)
Finding the antiderivative, evaluating the integral, and taking the limit is all that is left for
deriving the expression we wish to have. This integral has an incredible number of terms and
would be impractical to solve by hand. This is because we have multiplied the unit vectors used
to express the field at point B with three matrices and took two cross products. We also had to
perform a change of variables in which we multiplied a point on a sphere by three matrices in
Cartesian coordinates. After these operations are performed, the expression is unmanageable
by hand. A numerical result for this could be easily computed, but our goal is to determine a
full analytical expression; it is because of this that to turn to Maple.
2.2.4 Maple
Although Maple is capable of handling large symbolic expressions with ease, Equation 2.2.10
was still too large for Maple to evaluate. Because of this, we had to use some techniques which
were not quite obvious at first.
The first simplification was to pass the limit through the integral since ε is not a variable of
integration. This resulted in a dead end because of the shear number of terms of the integrand;
the limit of such an expression could not be evaluated by Maple.
Once passing the limit through the integral failed, the idea of expanding the integrand of
Equation 2.2.10 into a Maclauren series and taking the leading term independent of ε was
proposed. Once this was done, the integrand was largely simplified. Maple was still unable to
evaluate the expression even with this simplification.
It should be noted that the original expression of the integrand of Equation 2.2.10 contains
the addition of two extremely large ratios. After taking the constant term of the Maclauren
series, the integrand became the addition of 200 terms. This allowed us to break the integral
into 200 simpler integrals and tell Maple to integrate them one by one. Many of these 200
terms vanish after integration, and once we evaluated this expression, we obtained the result
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which we had been looking for
czz = 30β4dm2e−jβr
[
j
βr
(
cosα1 sinα2 sinα3 sin θ cos θ sinφ+ cosα2 cosα1 cos2 θ+
cosα3 cosα1 sinα2 sin θ cosφ cos θ − sinα1 cosα3 sin θ cos θ sinφ+
sinα1 sinα3 sin θ cosφ cos θ − cosα2 cosα1) +
1
(βr)2
(3 cosα3 cosα1 sinα2 sin θ cosφ cos θ + 3 sinα1 sinα3 sin θ cosφ cos θ+
3 cosα1 sinα2 sinα3 sin θ cos θ sinφ+ 3 cosα2 cosα1 cos2 θ−
cosα2 cosα1 − 3 sinα1 cosα3 sin θ cos θ sinφ) +
−j
(βr)3
(3 cosα3 cosα1 sinα2 sin θ cosφ cos θ + 3 sinα1 sinα3 sin θ cosφ cos θ+
3 cosα1 sinα2 sinα3 sin θ cos θ sinφ+ cosα2 cosα1 cos2 θ−
cosα2 cosα1 − 3 sinα1 cosα3 sin θ cos θ sinφ)
]
(2.2.12)
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2.3 Testing Solution
Throughout the duration of this project, two expressions for 2.2.2 were found and shown to
be incorrect. Once an expression is obtained, the next step is to create tests to ensure that it
is correct. This process relies heavily on physical symmetries about axes and transformational
symmetries due to rotations. Another useful technique is considering various asymptotic and
limiting cases to ensure appropriate behavior in the strictly near and far fields. This step is very
important because the first two solutions obtained were found to exhibited incorrect behavior
in certain cases. The expression derived above behaves as expected in all cases which were
constructed. The following displays some of the more prominent and interesting cases.
2.3.1 Amplitude
The first case to consider involves observing the limiting and asymptotic behavior of the ampli-
tude as the antennas move towards and away from one another. In the near field, the amplitude
is larger when antenna B is above antenna A compared to when antennas A and B are side-by-
side. However, in the far field, this amplitude should be zero when the antennas are aligned on
top of one another and should dominate when they are side-by-side. These configurations are
shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 with results shown in Figure 11.
Figure 9: Second Antenna Parallel and above The First Antenna
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Figure 10: Two Antennas Side-by-Side
Note that this plot is a log-log plot. As r tends to zero, the plot of the Figure 9 coupling
(red) dominates. However, as r becomes large, the Figure 10 coupling (green) dominates and
the Figure 9 coupling tends to 0. This agrees with the expected behavior.
In an effort to inspect the symmetries with respect to rotations, the case of antenna B
positioned at θ = pi/2 at a distance of λ/40 where λ is the wavelength of the transmitted signal.
This distance is well within the near field is considered while revolving the antenna around the
origin, from φ = 0 to 2pi. Based on the geometry of the situation, the amplitude should remain
constant throughout the revolution. The configuration of this case is shown in Figure 12. This
configuration does exhibit the expected behavior. This may be seen in Figure 13.
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Figure 11: Log-Log Plot of Amplitude vs. Distance
Figure 12: Second Antenna Revolving Horizontally
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Figure 13: Amplitude Plot of Horizontal Revolution
A more interesting configuration consists of antenna B in the near field (λ/40) with φ = 0
and it revolving around antenna A from θ = 0 to pi. This involves the antennas moving from
Figure 9 to the position in Figure 14.
Figure 14: Fields Entering from Top-to-Bottom
As this test begins (θ = 0), the coupling is maximized. The antenna revolves about the
origin and the coupling begins to decrease in amplitude. Then the field lines become tangential
to the revolving loop, there is no coupling (zero amplitude). The amplitude begins to increase
again as the antenna moves into the position seen in Figure 14. When the two antennas are
aligned side-by-side (θ = pi/2), it reaches another localized maximum. The pattern follows
clearly as the angle moves from pi/2 to pi. Note that the angle at which this zero amplitude
occurs is dependent on the r chosen. This result is seen to follow the expected behavior in
Figure 15.
Another case to test involves inspection of the symmetries due to rotations. This case places
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Figure 15: Amplitude Plot of Vertical Revolution
the two antennas aligned one above the other (θ = φ = 0) in the near field (λ/40). The angle
α2 is then increased from 0 to 2pi. This results in the second antenna rotating in place above
the first antenna. The configuration starts at Figure 9 where it has maximum amplitude, then
its amplitude begins to decrease as it starts to rotate, and then reaches Figure 16 at pi/2 where
it has zero coupling. Due to the symmetry, the pattern then will reverse as the antenna move
from α2 = pi/2 to pi.
Figure 16: Second Antenna Halfway through Rotation
The result in Figure 17 shows that the solution behaves as expected in this case.
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Figure 17: Amplitude Plot of Rotation
2.3.2 Phase
The phase is used to test the solution and ensure correct results in the near field and far field.
As antennas move away from one another, one expects to see a periodic linearly decreasing
phase. In the far field, the phase should follow the periodic behavior of continuously dropping
from pi to −pi and then experience a “jump” from −pi back to pi. On the other hand, the phase
should remain constant as the antennas move radially in the near field. Figure 18 shows the
results found from testing this case of the solution in Maple. This configuration of the antennas
is displayed in Figure 10.
This plot shows that the phase remains relatively constant until about λ/9. This corresponds
to about 150m in Figure 18 with β = 0.0036 and dm = 1. The phase then smoothly makes
its way into the expected far field behavior. This transitional period is when the antenna is
beginning to approach its far field behavior. The phase attains strictly far field behavior at
approximately one wavelength.
Next, the solution is tested in the limiting case with the antenna in the near field (λ/40)
and the antenna positioned at θ = pi/2. This places the antenna in the xy-plane. The antenna
then revolves around the origin by increasing φ from 0 to 2pi. This configuration is shown in
Figure 12. The phase should remain constant throughout this motion. The resulting behavior
is exhibited in Figure 19 with the phase remaining at pi/2 throughout the revolution.
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Figure 18: Plot of Phase vs. Distance
Figure 19: Phase Plot of Horizontal Revolution
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Another interesting situation in the near field (λ/40) is when φ is fixed to 0 and θ is varied
from 0 to pi. This configuration is seen in Figure 12 and the result is shown in Figure 20. The
phase starts off at −pi/2, then switches to pi/2, and returns to −pi/2. The values of positive
and negative pi/2 correspond to the fields exciting the antenna through the bottom and from
the top. The angle at which this transfer in sign of the phase occurs depending on the radial
distance from the antenna at the origin.
Figure 20: Phase Plot of Vertical Revolution
Note that the spikes in the plot at the corners of “jumps” are due to numerical interpolation
errors. In order to ensure the solution exhibits appropriate symmetries due to rotations, it is
tested in the case where θ and φ are 0 and the antennas are in the near field (λ/40). The
arbitrarily oriented antenna is rotated in place as we vary α2 from 0 to 2pi. As the antenna
rotates just beyond vertical as seen in Figure 10, the phase should flip in sign. The result is
seen in Figure 21 below.
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Figure 21: Phase Plot of Rotation
As α3 goes just beyond pi/2, the antenna rotates just beyond vertical and the fields enter
from the “top” causing a flip in phase. As the angle passes 3pi/2, the fields begin to pass
through the “bottom” again and the phase returns to −pi/2.
2.3.3 Symmetries
Once the magnitude falloff and phase information were shown to behave properly, symmetries
of the same cases are expected to provide the same results. This may be done by considering
antennas pointed along axes different than z and rotating along the corresponding angles. For
example, if we are to rotate Figure 9 and Figure 10 90 degrees clockwise (both antennas facing
along the x-axis with antenna B moving along the x-axis/z-axis), we obtain the same results
shown in Figure 11 as expected. Another example using Figure 12 may be constructed by
rotating the figure 90 degrees clockwise. In this case, we rotate the antenna about θ instead
of φ and obtain the same constant phase plot. The convention used for equivalent scenarios is
shown below.
1. Initial orientation along x-axis
(a) Translate along x-axis.
(b) Revolve about θ with initial φ = pi/2.
2. Initial orientation along y-axis
(a) Translate along y-axis.
(b) Revolve about θ with initial φ = 0.
3. Initial orientation along z-axis
(a) Translate along z-axis as in Figure 9.
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(b) Revolve about φ with initial θ = pi/2 as in Figure 12.
The scenarios with different initial orientations of antennas A and B may be tested after
finding analytical expressions for separate integrals described in Section 3.2. These test cases
show that there are no flaws in the solution and that it is in fact the correct analytic solution.
The next step is to consider how to apply this solution practically.
2.4 Coupling Between Modes
It is clear that the analytical expression for Equation 2.2.2 in Equation 2.2.12 depends only
on the following powers of r: 1/r, 1/r2, and 1/r3. This leads us to question if couplings
between separate “modes” (we will call each of the coefficients of 1/rn a separate mode for
each n) of electromagnetic fields are independent of each other. That is, if we “shut off” the
1/rn (n = 1, 2, 3) component of antenna A’s fields, will there be a 1/rn in the coupling to
antenna B? Furthermore, if we shut off every component of the fields generated by A except
coefficients of 1/rn, will the coupling between A and B be dependent on 1/rn alone?
The answer to this question is immediately evident after we create modified expressions
for the electromagnetic fields in Equation 2.2.1, replacing coefficients of 1/rn with 0 depending
on which scenario is being tested. If we find that one of the modes in question is required
to generate a 1/rn term in the coupling between A and B, we may say that the coupling is
independent of other modes.
There are several cases which must be tested to determine this, all of which may be done
with Maple. The cases follow the pattern:
1. Reduce the E & H field for one of the antennas to the 1/r component alone
(a) Leave E & H field for other antenna alone
(b) Reduce E & H field for other antenna to 1/r terms only
(c) Reduce E & H field for other antenna to 1/r2 terms only
(d) Reduce E & H field for other antenna to 1/r3 terms only
(e) Reduce E & H field for other antenna to 1/r and 1/r2 terms only
(f) Reduce E & H field for other antenna to 1/r and 1/r3 terms only
(g) Reduce E & H field for other antenna to 1/r2 and 1/r3 terms only
2. Reduce the E & H field for one of the antennas to the 1/r2 component alone
...
3. Reduce the E & H field for one of the antennas to the 1/r3 component alone
...
4. Reduce the E & H field for one of the antennas to the 1/r and 1/r2 components
...
5. Reduce the E & H field for one of the antennas to the 1/r and 1/r3 components
...
6. Reduce the E & H field for one of the antennas to the 1/r2 and 1/r3 components
...
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It is clear that the result for such configurations as 3(d) will be identically 0 due to Er’s independence
of 1/r3; however, we would like to be sure that the result is false in other nontrivial cases. When solving
case 1(a), we find that the coupling has a 1/r2 in the expression. When solving case 2(a), we find that
the coupling has a 1/r3 in the expression.
This answers our question. We can now say that the radial component of coupling between two
electromagnetic fields is not determined by the transmitted modes.
2.5 Phase Information
Since the coupling between antennas A and B is complex valued, we are naturally interested in the phase
variations produced by changes in position and orientation in the near field. To do this, we observe the
argument of the coupling expression. We have already seen such plots in Section 2.3.2. These plots
portray the phase as a periodic discontinuous function jumping from pi to −pi or simply a constant value
when changing α, θ, or φ. Although the plot in Figure 18 varies a bit before going into the far field, we
can see it behaves as a constant in the near field. Taking these variations into consideration, there is no
immediate advantage of using phase information in the near field to locate a transmitter.
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3 Design
3.1 Design Intro
Now that we have an analytical solution for the coupling between two loop antennas, we may apply
it to the inverse problem of locating a transmitter using its received data. This problem is a six-
dimensional search for the parameters (r, φ, θ) and (α1, α3, α3). A brute force approach to search for
these parameters would be intractable at this point and will be disregarded. In this section, an accurate
and efficient solution must be designed to solve the problem at hand.
As mentioned in Section 1.4, we may construct two antenna units composed of three loop antennas
orthogonal to each other. In other words, we take three loops of current flowing counterclockwise in
the xy-plane, the yz-plane, and the xz-plane centered at the origin. This unit may be considered one
“antenna triplet.” The triplet is not necessarily a realizable structure, however the displacement of such
antennas from the origin by a small amount will leave the system relatively unaffected as long as the
antennas remain orthogonal.
When considering two of these triplets, we may solve for more than just the coupling between the
antennas pointing in the z direction; in fact, we may solve for the couplings between every pair of
antennas found on the triplets located at points A and B (i.e. x-axis coupling to y-axis coupling). These
couplings should be generalized as in the z-axis to z-axis case solved in Section 2.2. In the next section,
the notion of the “coupling matrix” will be introduced.
3.2 Coupling Matrix
Once the integral from Section 2.2 is solved for two antennas vertically oriented (we will call this case
zz coupling), we can solve for the coupling between every case of antennas A and B facing in the x,
y, and z directions. This may be done for each case by right-multiplying the rotation matrix R(α) in
Equation 2.2.4 by Ry(−pi2 ) for ∗x coupling or Rx(pi2 ) for ∗y coupling. The cases where antenna A is not
oriented along the z-axis requires us to left-multiply the fields at point A by R(x or y)(∓pi2 ), and to left-
multiply the vector sA from Equation 2.2.7 by R(x or y)(±pi2 ) and following the steps of Equation 2.2.8
for (y or x)∗ coupling.
Thus we generate nine expressions and create a matrix of the couplings:
CM =
 cxx cxy cxzcyx cyy cyz
czx czy czz
 (3.2.1)
3.2.1 Properties of the Coupling Matrix
In this section, we will observe some properties of the coupling matrix which are interesting. First, we
note that each row vector of 3.2.1 has magnitude independent of α. In other words, the magnitude of
coupling from three orthogonal antennas to a receiver will solely depend on the location of the transmitter
and not its orientation. The expressions for each of these magnitudes are as follows
|cxx|2 + |cxy|2 + |cxz|2
302dm4β6
=
(
1− cos2 φ+ cos2 φ cos2 θ
r2
)
−
(
1− 5 cos2 φ+ 5 cos2 φ cos2 θ
β2r4
)
+
(
1 + 3 cos2 φ− 3 cos2 φ cos2 θ
β4r6
) (3.2.2)
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|cyx|2 + |cyy|2 + |cyz|2
302dm4β6
=
(
cos2 θ + cos2 φ− cos2 φ cos2 θ
r6
)
+
(
4− 5 cos2 θ − 5 cos2 φ+ 5 cos2 φ cos2 θ
β2r4
)
+
(
4− 3 cos2 θ − 3 cos2 φ+ 3 cos2 φ cos2 θ
β4r6
) (3.2.3)
|czx|2 + |czy|2 + |czz|2
302dm4β6
=
(
1− cos2 θ
r2
)
−
(
1− 5 cos2 θ
β2r4
)
+
(
1 + 3 cos2 θ
β4r6
)
(3.2.4)
Next, we compute the determinant of Equation 3.2.1. This is also invariant on α and may be
expressed as follows∣∣∣∣∣∣
cxx cxy cxz
cyx cyy cyz
czx czy czz
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 303β3dm6
[
(j − β5r5 + 5β3r3 − 3βr − 5jβ2r2)
5r9
]
e−3jβr (3.2.5)
Since this expression is independent of α, φ and θ, we may say that the received data from a
transmitter is invariant under orthogonal transforms of the coupling matrix. That is, the received data
depends solely on the euclidean distance of B from the origin.
These equations are valid for the analytical solution for the location of antenna B in polar coordinates.
Although we have a theoretical solution for such a problem, the addition of obstacles or noise to the
system may affect the equations and cause the answer to be inaccurate. Thus, we will develop a search
method which will hopefully take this into account and be used to augment the location problem to
ensure greater accuracy.
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3.3 Procrustes Problem
One of the proposed searching algorithms for the location problem is an approach to solving “Procrustes
Problem” created by Shinji Umeyama. Procrustes Problem is a linear algebra problem which, given a
matrix, seeks the scaling, rotation, and translation of a different matrix to transform it into the initial
matrix. In our case, we are hopeful in assuming that the coupling matrix of received data at point A
from a triplet at point B (the transmitter) is multiplied by a rotation matrix when the triplet at point
B’s orientation is varied. This is a simplified version of Procrustes Problem, as we do not require the
scaling or translation of the coupling matrix. It will soon be evident that we will not even require the
explicit expression for the rotation matrix in this problem.
Umeyama’s approach to Procrustes Problem is preceded by the following Lemma:
min
R
‖A− PB‖2 = ‖A‖2 + ‖B‖2 − 2tr(DS)
where
S =
{
I if det (ABT ) ≥ 0
diag(1, 1, · · · , 1,−1) if det (ABT ) < 0
and UDV T is the singular value decomposition of ABT
(UUT =V V T = I, D = diag(di), d1 ≥ d2 ≥ · · · ≥ dm ≥ 0)
(3.3.1)
This formula is basic in the sense that it tells us the minimum error any rotation matrix P could
produce when assuming two different matrices are rotations of one another.
If we are to implement such a formula in our problem, it must be determined whether or not the
received coupling matrix, CM , is under the affect of a rotation when the triplet at point B is rotated.
To do this, we take a numerical result at first to see if there is an “approximate” behavior to what
we are looking for. That is, if CM is not transformed by a pure rotation, it may be transformed by
a matrix extremely close to a rotation. Consider the coupling matrix CM as the received data from a
transmitter at point B with orientation α0, and CˆM as the data from a transmitter at the same point
with orientation α1. Assuming CˆM is a rotation of CM ,
CˆM = PCM
CˆMCM−1 = P
But P is an orthogonal transform, so PPT = I
⇒
(
CˆMCM−1
)(
CˆMCM−1
)T
= I
(3.3.2)
Checking the result of Equation 3.3.2 numerically in Maple, we have found that the coupling
matrix does not vary under a rotation while the transmitter is oriented differently. In other words,
(CˆMCM−1)(CˆMCM−1)T 6= I.
Before disregarding this approach, we may c heck if either <{CM} or ={CM} are transformed by
rotations when the transmitter is oriented differently. For such cases, we see that <{CM} is under the
affect of a matrix P extremely close to a rotation, i.e.(
<{CˆM}<{CM}−1
)(
<{CˆM}<{CM}−1
)T
≈ I
However, ={CM} does not behave in this fashion. This is because |={CM}|  |<{CM}| in the near
field, which tells us that variations in near field coupling magnitude are mostly governed by changes in
the imaginary part of the coupling. Using this to our advantage, we will attempt to apply our solution
to this simplified Procrustes Problem to the real part of the coupling matrix only.
3.3.1 Procrustes Problem Approach
It is not immediately evident how this approach will aid us in locating an antenna at point B. Lemma 3.3.1
will aid us in reducing the problem’s dimensionality by 3, thus eliminating the variables α1, α2, and
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α3 from the search for point B. This is done by considering a three dimensional grid of the i possible
locations (xi, yi, zi) of point B (larger i would mean more resolution). Once we construct this grid, we
may calculate the coupling matrix, CMi (i = 1, 2, . . .), with orientation α = 0 for all i points on the grid.
Once this is done, we consider the coupling data measured at point A, CMR. Using the formula presented
in Lemma 3.3.1, we may calculate the minimum error ei required to transform <{CMR} into <{CMi}
for all i points on the grid. Once all i errors are calculated, we may find the best approximate point
B= (xk, yk, zk) by taking k corresponding to min∀k
{ek}. That is, we take the minimum of all minimal
errors calculated and say that it corresponds approximately to the point B.
The use of multiple antennas will also aid in the accuracy of our search since we may take the
collective minimum errors, add them together, and find the minimum over all errors added together.
Multiple receive antennas provide a more reliable search, as the results for one antenna may be incorrect
at a point. Adding the errors of multiple antennas’ rotations together at all points is assumed to aid
in the precision of the location problem, as it is assumed that on average the processed data from each
receiver will be mostly correct.
3.3.2 Results
The results for this idea seem to be promising; however since the matrix <{CM} contains such small
values, a large number of digits must be used when calculating its determinant and singular value
decomposition (the elements are on the order of 10−10 for point B spaced approximately 13m away from
point A with β = 0.004 and dm = 1); also, <CM stays relatively constant in broad regions of the grid.
This is reflected in our results where there are large regions of close errors.
The following plots represent the minimum errors (we take log10 of the errors for better visualization)
computed for all points with transmitter point B = (7, 7, 0), α = (0, pi7 ,
pi
3 ) and four receiver antennas
located at points K = (0, 0), L = (10, 0), M = (10, 10), and N = (0, 10). The subfigure (a) is the error
plot for the range (1, 1) ≤ (x, y) ≤ (9, 9), (b) is the error plot for the range (4, 4) ≤ (x, y) ≤ (9, 9), and
(c) is the surface composed of the errors in plot (b).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 22: Error for antenna K
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 23: Error for antenna L
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 24: Error for antenna M
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 25: Error for antenna N
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 26: Sum of errors from K, L, M, and N
3.4 Enhanced Procrustes Problem Approach
We may come up with a better approach at this point using the full information given by both the
imaginary and real parts of the coupling matrix. After Umeyama proves Lemma 3.3.1 in his paper, he
solves for the matrix P that produces the minimum error. This is done with the formula
P = USV T
where
S =
{
I if det (U) det (V ) = 1
diag(1, 1, · · · , 1,−1) if det (U) det (V ) = −1
and UDV T is the singular value decomposition of ABT
(UUT =V V T = I, D = diag(di), d1 ≥ d2 ≥ · · · ≥ dm ≥ 0)
(3.4.1)
The rotation matrix P may be computed for all points (xi, yi, zi) in a grid, given the real part of
the received coupling data <{CMR}. It may be shown numerically that P resembles the matrix R−1(α)
from Section 2.2.1 with a fixed rotation. We say “resembles,” because P is equivalent to R−1(α) with
the last two elements in the first column and row (r′12(α), r
′
13(α), r
′
21(α), r
′
31(α)) multiplied by −1. This
result was found by calculating the real part of the coupling matrix, <{CMR}, for an arbitrary point
(x0, y0, z0) with fixed α0, calculating the matrix P for the point along with R−1(α0) and comparing
their values.
Once the matrix P is obtained, we may solve for α0 by finding the rotations corresponding to the
expression
minα ‖R−1(α)− P‖F
where ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius Norm(
m,n∑
i,j=1
|fij |2
)1/2
for an m× n matrix, F
(3.4.2)
After solving for α, we may substitute it into the analytic, complex valued, coupling matrix CMi
evaluated at (xi, yi, zi). Once we have computed CMi, we calculate the error at point i
ei = ‖CMi − CMR‖F
Calculating ei for all i points on a search grid, we may find the best approximate to point B=(xk, yk, zk)
by taking k corresponding to min
∀k
{ek}. That is, we take the minimum of all errors calculated and say
that it corresponds approximately to the point B.
The following plots represent the minimum errors (we take log10 of the errors for better visualization)
computed for all points with transmitter point B = (7, 7, 0), α = (0, pi7 ,
pi
3 ) and four receiver antennas
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located at points K = (0, 0), L = (10, 0), M = (10, 10), and N = (0, 10). The subfigure (a) is the error
plot for the range (1, 1) ≤ (x, y) ≤ (9, 9), (b) is the surface composed of the errors with the range
(4, 4) ≤ (x, y) ≤ (9, 9). These plots are very accurate and the contours are concentrated directly on
(7,7). However, this approach takes signifacantly longer than the original Procrustes Method.
(a) (b)
Figure 27: Error for antenna K
(a) (b)
Figure 28: Error for antenna L
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(a) (b)
Figure 29: Error for antenna M
(a) (b)
Figure 30: Error for antenna N
(a) (b)
Figure 31: Sum of errors from K, L, M, and N
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3.5 Determinant Method
This design method was self-developed for this project. Similar to the Procrustes Method, it utilizes a
grid-search approach. However, this method relies on the coupling matrix’s property of the determinant
being invariant under rotations of the transmitter. This allows for easy access to the radial location of
the transmitter without knowing its orientation. The limitation of only knowing radial information from
the receive signal is overcome by using multiple receive antennas.
3.5.1 Approach
This approach uses the same basic simulation layout discussed in Section 3.3. The ith given received
signal, Ri, is defined in Equation 3.5.1.
Ri = CM |r=√(xt−xi)2+(yt−yi)2, θ=pi2 , φ=arctan yt−yixt−xi , α1=α1t, α2=α2t, α3=α3t (3.5.1)
The grid-search approach requires finding the coupling between the ith antenna and a particular
point on the grid. This coupling is called Mi and is defined in Equation 3.5.2.
Mi (x, y) = CM |r=√(x−xi)2+(y−yi)2, θ=pi2 , φ=arctan y−yix−xi , α1=0, α2=0, α3=0 (3.5.2)
The procedure to find the error at a given point (xj , yj) in the search grid according to the ith
receiver is shown in Equation 3.5.3.
Ei (xj , yj) =
∣∣∣∣∣ (det (Mi (xj , yj))− det (Ri))2det (Ri)
∣∣∣∣∣ (3.5.3)
By using this procedure at each point on the search grid this method finds the difference between
det(Mi) and det(Ri) which will be zero if the correct location is scanned or if the position lies on the
boundary of the sphere going through the transmitter’s location which is centered about the receive
antenna. The result is then normalized by dividing by det(Ri). The necessity of this normalization will
be more clear as multiple receive antennas are considered. As alluded to above, this method only gives
information describing the radial distance between the two antennas. Therefore, the method gives the
boundary of the sphere on which the transmitter lies. Using this method with multiple receive antennas
allows for the position to be “triangulated” appropriately by summing the errors. The normalization
factor in Equation 3.5.3 is needed to ensure that the error from receive antennas which are closer to
the transmitter are not overpowering the receive signals from antennas which are more distant. This
method appears to be promising but it must be tested for accuracy and performance.
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3.5.2 Results
One of the major conveniences with this method is the fact that it is very easily implemented in Maple.
The code for this implementation is located in the Appendix. The case of interest involves a 10 by 10 grid
located in the first quadrant of the xy-plane with one receiver located at each corner of the grid: (0,0),
(10,0), (10,10), and (0,10). The transmitter has been positioned at (7,7) with a nontrivial orientation
of {α1 = 0, α2 = pi/7, α3 = pi/3}. This approach gives the results seen in Figures 3.5.2 to 3.5.2. In all of
the figures, (a) shows a contour plot of the error with both x and y varying from 1 to 9; (b) shows a
contour plot of the error with both x and y varying from 4 to 9; (c) shows a 3-dimensional plot of the
error with x and y varying from 4 to 9. Also note that the logs are taken of all of the individual errors
to help emphasize the differences in the contours.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 32: Determinant Method Locating Transmitter at (7,7)
The results in Figure 3.5.2 show the error which is seen when the log of each antenna’s error is
summed. This shows that this method is capable of finding the transmitter’s location very nicely. The
error at point (7.1,7.1) is on the order of 1042 times larger than the error at the transmitter’s actual
location, (7,7). This approach has very good potential because the values for Mi (x, y) may be computed
in advance. This helps make this computation very fast.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 33: Error from the First Antenna
In Figure 3.5.2, the log of the error is taken for the receive antenna positioned at (0,0). The radial
information is clearly seen in all three subfigures. There is a distinct band centered about the antenna
which goes right through the point (7,7). The are a number of localized minima along this band.
However, the plot has an overall trend of having a significantly smaller error along this curve of constant
r.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 34: Error from the Second Antenna
The plots seen in Figures 3.5.2 and 3.5.2 consider the cases in which the error from the antennas
positioned at (10,0) and (10,0) are measured. Due to the geometry of this situation, these plots behave
symmetrically. Each antenna has a circle about itself which goes through the point (7,7).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 35: Error from the Third Antenna
Figure 3.5.2 represents the plot of the error in respect to the antenna positioned at (10,10). Although
there was a normalization factor applied to this approach, this antenna still has a significantly “cleaner”
result. This is due to this receive antenna being closer to the transmitter. This causes the contour lines
to be more smooth.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 36: Error from the Fourth Antenna
As a final case, the scenario involving the transmitter positioned at (5,7) and with an orientation of
{α1 = 0, α2 = pi/7, α3 = pi/3} is considered. The grid and four receive antennas will remain the same.
The results in this less symmetric case are seen to be working very well.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 37: Determinant Method Locating Transmitter at (5,7)
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4 Conclusions
4.1 Analysis
This project has successfully found a general analytic expression for the coupling between two small loop
antennas which is valid in both the near and far fields. This analysis portion of the project relied heavily
on vector calculus, analysis, and a deep understanding of antenna theory. This analysis process began
with defining the geometry of the problem. Once the geometry was established, various techniques and
tricks were used to manipulate the integrand into something which Maple could process. These included
choosing a special surface of integration, utilizing limit properties, and using the well-defined geometry
to help reduce a series representation of the integrand. Once this integral was computed, a significant
amount of time was spent on testing the expression to make sure that it was indeed correct. The analytic
expression was then used to investigate the coupling between modes and the available phase information
in the near field. The solution was able to show that coupling between modes does exist. As expected,
the phase information in the near field is very limited as the phase remains constant (up to sign). This
analysis portion of the project led nicely to the design phase.
This project has also shed a new light on the real part of coupling between two loop antennas in the
near field. These results were found during the Procrustes analysis portion of the project while the real
part of the coupling matrix was under observation. The falloff of the real part of the coupling between
two loop antennas in the near field is much slower than expected; also, the fact that the real part of
the coupling matrix is acted upon by a rotation when rotating a transmitter is new information. Both
of these results may be applied to problems concerning power transfer between two perfectly matched
antennas in the near field.
4.2 Design
In an effort to create a solution to the inverse problem of locating a transmitter given a receive signal,
the concept of a coupling matrix was considered. This tool describes the coupling between two antenna
triplets. This matrix has a very nice property which results in the received data being dependent solely
on the euclidean distance of the transmitting antenna from the origin. Next, two solutions to the inverse
problem were constructed using an approach for the solution of Procrustes problem. These solutions
were reliant on the purely rotational behavior of the real part of the coupling matrix. The first of
these methods was improved by the second; however, the second requires much more computation time.
Both of these methods gave accurate solutions with the second method’s precision exceeding the first’s.
Finally, a solution was created using the Determinant Method, created during this project. This method
used the properties of the coupling matrix mentioned in Section 3.2.1 to gain radial information based on
the determinant of the coupling matrix. This solution provided a fast searching mechanism which relies
on having multiple antennas to locate the transmitter’s position. A hybrid method, taking advantage of
the Determinant Method’s fast searching capabilities to narrow in on the transmitter’s general location,
then using the Procrustes Method for its slower but more robust searching capabilities, may be another
approach to consider for a better optimized solution with respect to accuracy and time.
4.3 Future Development
This project’s ability to complete all goals and explore new ideas in antenna theory leaves numerous
potential future topics of interest. One clear topic involves using the analytic solution to create alternative
approaches to solving the inverse problem. This may involve some new method or building on the
methods suggested in this report and or optimizing the algorithms used in these methods. Another
issue which still needs to be considered is the positioning of the receive antennas. Finally, now that
there is a concrete proof of concept for the solution to this problem, it makes sense to create a physical
implementation of this theory. Using this report as a base, a prototype could be created, tested, and
patented.
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6 Maple Worksheets
6.1 Amplitude
> restart;
We’ll need to define this in EVERY file
This defines where we are so maple can save various results along the way
> Home := "C:\\NearFieldHome\\";
Set up the sheet with what is needed package and interface wise
> with(plots):
> Digits := 50:
Constants for this problem
> c:=3E8:
> f:=170E3:
> dm := 1:
> beta := 2*Pi*f/c:
Some assumptions
> assume(x,real);
> assume(y,real);
Read in the previous work
Fix the maple quirk
Extract the ZZ term
> read cat(Home,"CouplingMatrix.m");
> CM1:=eval(CouplingMatrix,{’dm’=dm,’beta’=beta}):
> ZZ := CM1[3][3]:
Test the phase information with no rotation
and with a varying rotation and fixed point
> rotation0 := {alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=0,alpha[3]=0}:
> rotation1 := {alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=0,alpha[3]=t}:
> point1 := {r = 40, theta=0, phi=0}:
Show the relative falloff of two different ’types’ of coupling
We can see one mode dominant in the near field but has no far field coupling so in the
far field the second dominates
> loglogplot({abs(eval(eval(ZZ,rotation0),{theta=Pi/2,phi=0})),abs(eval(eval(ZZ,rotation0),{theta=0,phi=0}))},r = 1..10000);
Some other simple test cases
> plot(abs(eval(eval(ZZ,rotation0),{phi=0,r=40})),theta=0..Pi);
> plot(abs(eval(eval(ZZ,rotation1),{phi=0,r=40,theta=0})),t=0..Pi);
> plot(abs(eval(eval(ZZ,rotation0),{r=40,theta=Pi/2})),theta=0..2*Pi);
6.2 Analytic Solve
> restart;
We’ll need to define this in EVERY file
This defines where we are so maple can save various results along the way
> Home := "C:\\NearFieldHome\\";
Set up the sheet with what is needed package and interface wise
> with(LinearAlgebra):
> with(plots):
> Digits := 40:
> interface(showassumed=0):
Constants for this problem
> c := 3E8:
> f := 170E3:
> betanum := evalf(2*Pi*f/c):
> dmnum := 1:
Some assumptions
> assume(r>0,beta>0,dm>0,phi>0,theta>0,alpha[1]>0,alpha[2]>0,alpha[3]>0);
> unassumevars := {r=’’r’’,theta=’’theta’’,phi=’’phi’’,beta=’’beta’’,dm=’’dm’’}:
Read in the previous work
Fix the maple quirk
Extract the coupling matrix
> read cat(Home,"BasicDefinitions.m"):
> read cat(Home,"CouplingMatrix.m"):
> CM1:=eval(CouplingMatrix,{’dm’=dm,’beta’=beta}):
> CouplingMatrix:=Matrix([[CM1[1][1],CM1[1][2],CM1[1][3]],[CM1[2][1],CM1[2][2],CM1[2][3]],[CM1[3][1],CM1[3][2],CM1[3][3]]]):
Take the Determinant of the recieved signal
It only varies with r
> DetCM := Determinant(CouplingMatrix):
> DetExpr := simplify(DetCM);
Take the sum of the absolute values squared of the Xi row, notice that it does not vary with
alpha
> CouplingVectorX := collect(simplify(abs(CM1[1][1])^2+abs(CM1[1][2])^2+abs(CM1[1][3])^2),beta^6);
Take the sum of the absolute values squared of the Yi row, notice that it does not vary with
alpha
> CouplingVectorY := simplify(abs(CM1[2][1])^2+abs(CM1[2][2])^2+abs(CM1[2][3])^2);
Take the sum of the absolute values squared of the Zi row, notice that it only varies with r
and theta
> CouplingVectorZ := collect(simplify(abs(CM1[3][1])^2+abs(CM1[3][2])^2+abs(CM1[3][3])^2),beta);
Save these results
> CMInvar[1] := eval(DetExpr,unassumevars):
> CMInvar[2] := eval(CouplingVectorX,unassumevars):
> CMInvar[3] := eval(CouplingVectorY,unassumevars):
> CMInvar[4] := eval(CouplingVectorZ,unassumevars):
> save CMInvar,cat(Home,"CMInvar.m");
6.3 Basic Definitions
> restart;
We’ll need to define this in EVERY file
This defines where we are so maple can save various results along the way
> Home := "C:\\NearFieldHome\\";
Set up the sheet with what is needed package and interface wise
> with(VectorCalculus):
> interface(showassumed=0):
Assumptions
Also the unassumevars which is needed to export our results and unreference.
> assume(r>0);
> assume(theta>0,theta<Pi);
> assume(phi>0);
> assume(dm>0);
> assume(beta>0);
> unassumevars := {r=’’r’’,theta=’’theta’’,phi=’’phi’’,beta=’’beta’’,dm=’’dm’’}:
Define the Fields
Eik where i is the antenna number. k is 1 for the r component 2 for the theta component
and 3 for the phi component
> E[1][1] := 0:
> E[1][2] := 0:
> E[1][3] := 30*beta^3*dm*(1/(beta*r)-I/(beta*r)^2)*sin(theta)*exp(-I*beta*r):
> E[2][1] := 0:
> E[2][2] := 0:
> E[2][3] := 30*beta^3*dm*(1/(beta*r)-I/(beta*r)^2)*sin(theta)*exp(-I*beta*r):
> H[1][1] := beta^3/(2*Pi)*dm*(I/(beta*r)^2+1/(beta*r)^3)*cos(theta)*exp(-I*beta*r):
> H[1][2] := -beta^3/(4*Pi)*dm*(1/(beta*r)-I/(beta*r)^2-1/(beta*r)^3)*sin(theta)*exp(-I*beta*r):
> H[1][3] := 0:
> H[2][1] := beta^3/(2*Pi)*dm*(I/(beta*r)^2+1/(beta*r)^3)*cos(theta)*exp(-I*beta*r):
> H[2][2] := -beta^3/(4*Pi)*dm*(1/(beta*r)-I/(beta*r)^2-1/(beta*r)^3)*sin(theta)*exp(-I*beta*r):
> H[2][3] := 0:
Define our rotations in matricies
> Rz := Matrix([[cos(alpha[1]),sin(alpha[1]),0],[-sin(alpha[1]),cos(alpha[1]),0],[0,0,1]]);
> Rx := Matrix([[1,0,0],[0,cos(alpha[2]),sin(alpha[2])],[0,-sin(alpha[2]),cos(alpha[2])]]);
> Ry := Matrix([[cos(alpha[3]),0,-sin(alpha[3])],[0,1,0],[sin(alpha[3]),0,cos(alpha[3])]]);
Define our unit vectors for a centered un-rotated coordinate frame
> e_rC := <sin(theta)*cos(phi),sin(theta)*sin(phi),cos(theta)>;
> e_thetaC := <cos(theta)*cos(phi),cos(theta)*sin(phi),-sin(theta)>;
> e_phiC := <-sin(phi),cos(phi),0>;
We’ll find the powers radiated
We expect this to have a constant real part that corrosponds to the radiated power. The
imaginary part which varies with distance is the reactive power
> E_C[1] := E[1][1]*e_rC+E[1][2]*e_thetaC+E[1][3]*e_phiC:
> H_C[1] := H[1][1]*e_rC+H[1][2]*e_thetaC+H[1][3]*e_phiC:
> H_conj_C[1] := conjugate(H[1][1])*e_rC+conjugate(H[1][2])*e_thetaC+conjugate(H[1][3])*e_phiC:
> AntPower[1] := int(int(DotProd(CrossProd(E_C[1],H_conj_C[1]),e_rC)*r*r*sin(theta),theta=0..Pi),phi=0..2*Pi);
> E_C[2] := E[2][1]*e_rC+E[2][2]*e_thetaC+E[2][3]*e_phiC:
> H_C[2] := H[2][1]*e_rC+H[2][2]*e_thetaC+H[2][3]*e_phiC:
> H_conj_C[2] := conjugate(H[2][1])*e_rC+conjugate(H[2][2])*e_thetaC+conjugate(H[2][3])*e_phiC:
> AntPower[2] := int(int(DotProd(CrossProd(E_C[2],H_conj_C[2]),e_rC)*r*r*sin(theta),theta=0..Pi),phi=0..2*Pi);
Save all this into a file
We need to ’unreference’ the variables so that they can be used later
> E := eval(E,unassumevars):
> H := eval(H,unassumevars):
> e_rC := eval(e_rC,unassumevars):
> e_phiC := eval(e_phiC,unassumevars):
> e_thetaC := eval(e_thetaC,unassumevars):
> Rz := eval(Rz,unassumevars):
> Rx := eval(Rx,unassumevars):
> Ry := eval(Ry,unassumevars):
> AntPower := eval(AntPower,unassumevars):
> r:=’r’:
> theta:=’theta’:
> phi:=’phi’:
> save E,H,e_rC,e_phiC,e_thetaC,Rz,Rx,Ry,AntPower,cat(Home,"BasicDefinitions.m");
6.4 Determinant
> restart;
We’ll need to define this in EVERY file
This defines where we are so maple can save various results along the way
> Home := "C:\\NearFieldHome\\";
Set up the sheet with what is needed package and interface wise
> with(LinearAlgebra):
> with(plots):
> with(Optimization):
> Digits := 25:
Constants for this problem
> c:=3E8:
> f:=170E3:
> dm := 1:
> beta := 2*Pi*f/c:
Assumptions
Also the unassumevars which is needed to export our results and unreference.
> assume(x,real);
> assume(y,real);
Previous work with a fix to a maple quark
> read cat(Home,"CouplingMatrix.m";
> CM1:=eval(CouplingMatrix,{’dm’=dm,’beta’=beta}):
> CouplingMatrix:=Matrix([[CM1[1][1],CM1[1][2],CM1[1][3]],[CM1[2][1],CM1[2][2],CM1[2][3]],[CM1[3][1],CM1[3][2],CM1[3][3]]]):
Position of the recieve antennas
> x0 := 0:
> y0 := 0:
> x1 := 10:
> y1 := 0:
> x2 := 10:
> y2 := 10:
> x3 := 0:
> y3 := 10:
Mi is the coupling matrix for the ith antenna based on a transmitter at some arbitrary point
with standard orientation.
> M0 := map(eval,map(eval,CouplingMatrix,{r=sqrt((x-x0)^2+(y-y0)^2),theta=Pi/2,phi=arctan((y-y0),(x-x0))}),{alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=0,alpha[3]=0}):
> M1 := map(eval,map(eval,CouplingMatrix,{r=sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2),theta=Pi/2,phi=arctan((y-y1),(x-x1))}),{alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=0,alpha[3]=0}):
> M2 := map(eval,map(eval,CouplingMatrix,{r=sqrt((x-x2)^2+(y-y2)^2),theta=Pi/2,phi=arctan((y-y2),(x-x2))}),{alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=0,alpha[3]=0}):
> M3 := map(eval,map(eval,CouplingMatrix,{r=sqrt((x-x3)^2+(y-y3)^2),theta=Pi/2,phi=arctan((y-y3),(x-x3))}),{alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=0,alpha[3]=0}):
Transmitter’s position and orientation.
> xt := 7:
> yt := 7:
> rotation := {alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=Pi/7,alpha[3]=Pi/3}:
Define the search grid.
Ri is the coupling matrix corresponding to the receive signals from the transmitter (given
location and orientation) for the ith antenna.
MDi is the theoretical determinant
RDi is the determinant for the received matrix
> R0 := map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M0,{x=xt,y=yt}),rotation)):
> R1 := map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M1,{x=xt,y=yt}),rotation)):
> R2 := map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M2,{x=xt,y=yt}),rotation)):
> R3 := map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M3,{x=xt,y=yt}),rotation)):
> MD0 := Determinant(M0):
> MD1 := Determinant(M1):
> MD2 := Determinant(M2):
> MD3 := Determinant(M3):
> RD0 := evalf(Determinant(R0)):
> RD1 := evalf(Determinant(R1)):
> RD2 := evalf(Determinant(R2)):
> RD3 := evalf(Determinant(R3)):
Find the error at a particular point, (xi,yi)
> MinE0 := proc(xi,yi)
> evalf(abs(map(eval,MD0,{x=xi,y=yi})-RD0)^2)/abs(RD0)
> end proc:
> MinE1 := proc(xi,yi)
> evalf(abs(map(eval,MD1,{x=xi,y=yi})-RD1)^2)/abs(RD1)
> end proc:
> MinE2 := proc(xi,yi)
> evalf(abs(map(eval,MD2,{x=xi,y=yi})-RD2)^2)/abs(RD2)
> end proc:
> MinE3 := proc(xi,yi)
> evalf(abs(map(eval,MD3,{x=xi,y=yi})-RD3)^2)/abs(RD3)
> end proc:
Plot the sum of the logs of individual antennas’ errors as the grid is scanned.
The results are explained in the report.
> plot3d(log(MinE0(x,y)+MinE1(x,y)+MinE2(x,y)+MinE3(x,y)),x=1..9,y=1..9,axes=normal,contours=40):
> plot3d(log(MinE0(x,y)+MinE1(x,y)+MinE2(x,y)+MinE3(x,y)),x=4..9,y=4..9,axes=normal,contours=20):
> plot3d(log(MinE0(x,y)),x=1..9,y=1..9,axes=normal,contours=20):
> plot3d(log(MinE1(x,y)),x=1..9,y=1..9,axes=normal,contours=20):
> plot3d(log(MinE2(x,y)),x=1..9,y=1..9,axes=normal,contours=20):
> plot3d(log(MinE3(x,y)),x=1..9,y=1..9,axes=normal,contours=20):
6.5 Field Ellipses
> restart;
We’ll need to define this in EVERY file
This defines where we are so maple can save various results along the way
> Home := "C:\\NearFieldHome\\";
Set up the sheet with what is needed package and interface wise
> with(plots):
Constants for this problem
> c:=3E8:
> f:=170E3:
> dm := 1:
> beta := 2*Pi*f/c:
Load in the equations for the fields
> read cat(Home,"BasicDefinitions.m");
Define the function used to plot an oval
Used only internally
> foval := (x,y,z,x1,y1,z1,w1,p1,x2,y2,z2,w2,p2,x3,y3,z3,w3,p3,c) -> spacecurve([x+w1*x1*cos(t+p1)+w2*x2*cos(t+p2)+w3*x3*cos(t+p3),
> y+w1*y1*cos(t+p1)+w2*y2*cos(t+p2)+w3*y3*cos(t+p3),z+w1*z1*cos(t+p1)+w2*z2*cos(t+p2)+w3*z3*cos(t+p3)],t=0..2*Pi,color=c):
Define the function for ploting a field oval
norm1 and amp1 is the normal and complex magnitude for the first component
norm2 and amp2 same except with second component
norm 3 and amp3 same exectp with third component
c1 color of the oval
c2 color of the zero phase arrow
> polt := proc( norm1, amp1, norm2, amp2, norm3, amp3, r1, r2, r3 , grid, c1,c2)
> local ovals,xr,yr,zr,xe,ye,ze,ind,n1,n2,n3,w1,w2,w3,p1,p2,p3,xres,yres,zres,wmax,resmin,t0,arrws;
> if(grid[1]=1) then xres:=(r1[2]-r1[1])/grid[1] else xres := (r1[2]-r1[1])/(grid[1]-1) end if;
> if(grid[2]=1) then yres:=(r2[2]-r1[1])/grid[2] else yres := (r2[2]-r2[1])/(grid[2]-1) end if;
> if(grid[3]=1) then zres:=(r3[2]-r3[1])/grid[3] else zres := (r3[2]-r3[1])/(grid[3]-1) end if;
> resmin:=xres;
> if(yres<resmin) then resmin := yres end if;
> if(zres<resmin) then resmin := zres end if;
> wmax:=0;
> for xr from 1 to grid[1] do
> for yr from 1 to grid[2] do
> for zr from 1 to grid[3] do
> xe := r1[1]+xres*(xr-1);
> ye := r2[1]+yres*(yr-1);
> ze := r3[1]+zres*(zr-1);
> w1:=evalf(abs(eval(amp1,{x=xe,y=ye,z=ze})));
> w2:=evalf(abs(eval(amp2,{x=xe,y=ye,z=ze})));
> w3:=evalf(abs(eval(amp3,{x=xe,y=ye,z=ze})));
> if (w1>wmax) then wmax:=w1 end if;
> if (w2>wmax) then wmax:=w2 end if;
> if (w3>wmax) then wmax:=w3 end if;
> end do;
> end do;
> end do;
> for xr from 1 to grid[1] do
> for yr from 1 to grid[2] do
> for zr from 1 to grid[3] do
> xe := r1[1]+xres*(xr-1);
> ye := r2[1]+yres*(yr-1);
> ze := r3[1]+zres*(zr-1);
> ind := (xr-1)*grid[2]*grid[3]+(yr-1)*grid[3]+zr;
> n1[1]:=eval(norm1[1],{x=xe,y=ye,z=ze});
> n1[2]:=eval(norm1[2],{x=xe,y=ye,z=ze});
> n1[3]:=eval(norm1[3],{x=xe,y=ye,z=ze});
> n2[1]:=eval(norm2[1],{x=xe,y=ye,z=ze});
> n2[2]:=eval(norm2[2],{x=xe,y=ye,z=ze});
> n2[3]:=eval(norm2[3],{x=xe,y=ye,z=ze});
> n3[1]:=eval(norm3[1],{x=xe,y=ye,z=ze});
> n3[2]:=eval(norm3[2],{x=xe,y=ye,z=ze});
> n3[3]:=eval(norm3[3],{x=xe,y=ye,z=ze});
> w1:=eval(amp1,{x=xe,y=ye,z=ze});
> w2:=eval(amp2,{x=xe,y=ye,z=ze});
> w3:=eval(amp3,{x=xe,y=ye,z=ze});
> p1:=arctan(Im(w1),Re(w1));
> p2:=arctan(Im(w2),Re(w2));
> p3:=arctan(Im(w3),Re(w3));
> w1:=evalf(abs(w1)/wmax*resmin/2);
> w2:=evalf(abs(w2)/wmax*resmin/2);
> w3:=evalf(abs(w3)/wmax*resmin/2);
> t0[1] := w1*n1[1]*cos(p1)+w2*n2[1]*cos(p2)+w3*n3[1]*cos(p3);
> t0[2] := w1*n1[2]*cos(p1)+w2*n2[2]*cos(p2)+w3*n3[2]*cos(p3);
> t0[3] := w1*n1[3]*cos(p1)+w2*n2[3]*cos(p2)+w3*n3[3]*cos(p3);
> arrws[ind]:=arrow(<xe,ye,ze>,<t0[1],t0[2],t0[3]>,shape=arrow,color=c1);
> ovals[ind]:=foval(xe,ye,ze,n1[1],n1[2],n1[3],w1,p1,n2[1],n2[2],n2[3],w2,p2,n3[1],n3[2],n3[3],w3,p3,c2);
> end do;
> end do;
> end do;
> display({seq(ovals[i],i=1..grid[1]*grid[3]*grid[2]),seq(arrws[i],i=1..grid[1]*grid[3]*grid[2])});
> end proc:
> ranger := 3*evalf(1/beta):
> rangex := [-ranger,ranger]:
> rangey := [-ranger,ranger]:
> rangez := [-ranger,ranger]:
> detail := [4,4,6]:
> antennanumber :=1;
Switch to cartesian coordinates
> e_r_cart := subs(r=sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2),theta=arccos(z/sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2)),phi=arctan(y,x),e_rC):
> e_theta_cart := subs(r=sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2),theta=arccos(z/sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2)),phi=arctan(y,x),e_thetaC):
> e_phi_cart := subs(r=sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2),theta=arccos(z/sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2)),phi=arctan(y,x),e_phiC):
> H_cart[1]:=subs(r=sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2),theta=arccos(z/sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2)),phi=arctan(y,x),H[antennanumber][1]):
> H_cart[2]:=subs(r=sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2),theta=arccos(z/sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2)),phi=arctan(y,x),H[antennanumber][2]):
> H_cart[3]:=subs(r=sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2),theta=arccos(z/sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2)),phi=arctan(y,x),H[antennanumber][3]):
> E_cart[1]:=subs(r=sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2),theta=arccos(z/sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2)),phi=arctan(y,x),E[antennanumber][1]):
> E_cart[2]:=subs(r=sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2),theta=arccos(z/sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2)),phi=arctan(y,x),E[antennanumber][2]):
> E_cart[3]:=subs(r=sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2),theta=arccos(z/sqrt(x^2+y^2+z^2)),phi=arctan(y,x),E[antennanumber][3]):
Generate the Efield and Hfield ellipses
> Hdisp := polt(e_r_cart,(H_cart[1]),e_theta_cart,(H_cart[2]),e_phi_cart,(H_cart[3]),rangex,rangey,rangez,detail,COLOR(RGB,0,0.5,0),COLOR(RGB,1,0,0)):
> Edisp := polt(e_r_cart,(E_cart[1]),e_theta_cart,(H_cart[2]),e_phi_cart,(E_cart[3]),rangex,rangey,rangez,detail,COLOR(RGB,0,0,0.5),COLOR(RGB,0,1,0)):
Plot the E, H and combo plot for the ellipses
> display(Edisp);
> display(Hdisp);
> display({Edisp,Hdisp});
6.6 Integrals
> restart;
We’ll need to define this in EVERY file
This defines where we are so maple can save various results along the way
> Home := "C:\\NearFieldHome\\";
Set up the sheet with what is needed package and interface wise
> with(VectorCalculus):
> with(LinearAlgebra):
> interface(showassumed=0):
Assumptions
Also the unassumevars which is needed to export our results and unreference.
> assume(r>0);
> assume(theta>0,theta<Pi);
> assume(phi>0);
> assume(dm>0);
> assume(beta>0);
> assume(epsilon>0);
> unassumevars := {r=’’r’’,theta=’’theta’’,phi=’’phi’’,beta=’’beta’’,dm=’’dm’’,epsilon=’’epsilon’’}:
Load in the Definitions
> read cat(Home,"BasicDefinitions.m");
Quirk of Maple
> e_rC := eval(e_rC,{’theta’=theta,’phi’=phi}):
> e_thetaC := eval(e_thetaC,{’theta’=theta,’phi’=phi}):
> e_phiC := eval(e_phiC,{’theta’=theta,’phi’=phi}):
Set the coordinates to cartesian
> SetCoordinates(cartesian[x,y,z]):
The coordinates of Antenna B are
> p_x:
> p_y:
> p_z:
The surface normal
> n := VectorField(<sin(u1)*cos(u2),sin(u1)*sin(u2),cos(u1)>):
Coordinates for the A group
The basic cartesian
> xA := Vector(<p_x + epsilon * sin(u1) * cos(u2),p_y + epsilon * sin(u1) * sin(u2),p_z + epsilon * cos(u1)>):
The notation is (R)otation (f)orward (A) group (z) antenna
Not sure if these should be positive or negative Pi/2
> RfAz := IdentityMatrix(3):
> RfAx := eval(Ry,alpha[3]=-Pi/2):
> RfAy := eval(Rx,alpha[2]=-Pi/2):
> RbAz := simplify((RfAz)^(-1)):
> RbAx := simplify((RfAx)^(-1)):
> RbAy := simplify((RfAy)^(-1)):
These are in the form xA’c’ where ’c’ is the direction the antenna is pointed in
> xAz := MatrixVectorMultiply(RfAz,xA):
> xAx := MatrixVectorMultiply(RfAx,xA):
> xAy := MatrixVectorMultiply(RfAy,xA):
Set up the spherical equivalents
For antenna pointed in the z direction
> r_Az := simplify(norm(xAz,2),assume=real):
> theta_Az := arccos(xAz[3]/r_Az):
> phi_Az := arctan(xAz[2],xAz[1]):
For an antenna pointed in the x direction
> r_Ax := simplify(norm(xAx,2),assume=real):
> theta_Ax := arccos(xAx[3]/r_Ax):
> phi_Ax := arctan(xAx[2],xAx[1]):
For an antenna pointed in the y direction
> r_Ay := simplify(norm(xAy,2),assume=real):
> theta_Ay := arccos(xAy[3]/r_Ay):
> phi_Ay := arctan(xAy[2],xAy[1]):
Find the cartesian unit vectors in terms of spherical coordinates
For the z antenna
> e_rAz := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbAz,eval(e_rC,{theta=theta_Az,phi=phi_Az})))):
> e_thetaAz := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbAz,eval(e_thetaC,{theta=theta_Az,phi=phi_Az})))):
> e_phiAz := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbAz,eval(e_phiC,{theta=theta_Az,phi=phi_Az})))):
For the x antenna
> e_rAx := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbAx,eval(e_rC,{theta=theta_Ax,phi=phi_Ax})))):
> e_thetaAx := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbAx,eval(e_thetaC,{theta=theta_Ax,phi=phi_Ax})))):
> e_phiAx := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbAx,eval(e_phiC,{theta=theta_Ax,phi=phi_Ax})))):
For the y antenna
> e_rAy := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbAy,eval(e_rC,{theta=theta_Ay,phi=phi_Ay})))):
> e_thetaAy := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbAy,eval(e_thetaC,{theta=theta_Ay,phi=phi_Ay})))):
> e_phiAy := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbAy,eval(e_phiC,{theta=theta_Ay,phi=phi_Ay})))):
Coordinates for the B group
The basic cartesian for the surface
> xB := epsilon*eval(e_rC,{theta=u1,phi=u2}):
The notation is (R)otation (f)orward (B) group (z) antenna
> RfBz := simplify(MatrixMatrixMultiply(MatrixMatrixMultiply(Rx,Ry),Rz)):
> RfBx := simplify(MatrixMatrixMultiply(eval(Ry,alpha[3]=-Pi/2),MatrixMatrixMultiply(MatrixMatrixMultiply(Rx,Ry),Rz))):
> RfBy := simplify(MatrixMatrixMultiply(eval(Rx,alpha[2]=-Pi/2),MatrixMatrixMultiply(MatrixMatrixMultiply(Rx,Ry),Rz))):
> RbBz := simplify((RfBz)^(-1)):
> RbBx := simplify((RfBx)^(-1)):
> RbBy := simplify((RfBy)^(-1)):
Set up the cartesian coordinates for antennas
For the z antenna
> xBz:=MatrixVectorMultiply(RfBz,eval(xB,{theta=u1,phi=u2})):
For the x antenna
> xBx:=MatrixVectorMultiply(RfBx,eval(xB,{theta=u1,phi=u2})):
For the y antenna
> xBy:=MatrixVectorMultiply(RfBy,eval(xB,{theta=u1,phi=u2})):
Switch to spherical coordinates
The z antenna
> r_Bz := simplify(norm(xBz,2),assume=real):
> theta_Bz := arccos(xBz[3]/r_Bz):
> phi_Bz := arctan(xBz[2],xBz[1]):
The x antenna
> r_Bx := simplify(norm(xBx,2),assume=real):
> theta_Bx := arccos(xBx[3]/r_Bx):
> phi_Bx := arctan(xBx[2],xBx[1]):
The y antenna
> r_By := simplify(norm(xBy,2),assume=real):
> theta_By := arccos(xBy[3]/r_By):
> phi_By := arctan(xBy[2],xBy[1]):
Find the cartesian unit vectors in terms of spherical coordinates
For the z antenna
> e_rBz := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbBz,eval(e_rC,{theta=theta_Bz,phi=phi_Bz})))):
> e_thetaBz := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbBz,eval(e_thetaC,{theta=theta_Bz,phi=phi_Bz})))):
> e_phiBz := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbBz,eval(e_phiC,{theta=theta_Bz,phi=phi_Bz})))):
For the x antenna
> e_rBx := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbBx,eval(e_rC,{theta=theta_Bx,phi=phi_Bx})))):
> e_thetaBx := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbBx,eval(e_thetaC,{theta=theta_Bx,phi=phi_Bx})))):
> e_phiBx := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbBx,eval(e_phiC,{theta=theta_Bx,phi=phi_Bx})))):
For the y antenna
> e_rBy := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbBy,eval(e_rC,{theta=theta_By,phi=phi_By})))):
> e_thetaBy := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbBy,eval(e_thetaC,{theta=theta_By,phi=phi_By})))):
> e_phiBy := simplify(VectorField(MatrixVectorMultiply(RbBy,eval(e_phiC,{theta=theta_By,phi=phi_By})))):
Define Our Fields
The E fields
The z antennas
> E_Az := simplify(eval(E[1][1],{r=r_Az,theta=theta_Az,phi=phi_Az})*e_rAz + eval(E[1][2],{r=r_Az,theta=theta_Az,phi=phi_Az})*e_thetaAz +
eval(E[1][3],{r=r_Az,theta=theta_Az,phi=phi_Az})*e_phiAz ):
> E_Bz := simplify(eval(E[2][1],{r=r_Bz,theta=theta_Bz,phi=phi_Bz})*e_rBz + eval(E[2][2],{r=r_Bz,theta=theta_Bz,phi=phi_Bz})*e_thetaBz +
eval(E[2][3],{r=r_Bz,theta=theta_Bz,phi=phi_Bz})*e_phiBz ):
The x antennas
> E_Ax := simplify(eval(E[1][1],{r=r_Ax,theta=theta_Ax,phi=phi_Ax})*e_rAx + eval(E[1][2],{r=r_Ax,theta=theta_Ax,phi=phi_Ax})*e_thetaAx +
eval(E[1][3],{r=r_Ax,theta=theta_Ax,phi=phi_Ax})*e_phiAx ):
> E_Bx := simplify(eval(E[2][1],{r=r_Bx,theta=theta_Bx,phi=phi_Bx})*e_rBx + eval(E[2][2],{r=r_Bx,theta=theta_Bx,phi=phi_Bx})*e_thetaBx +
eval(E[2][3],{r=r_Bx,theta=theta_Bx,phi=phi_Bx})*e_phiBx ):
The y antennas
> E_Ay := simplify(eval(E[1][1],{r=r_Ay,theta=theta_Ay,phi=phi_Ay})*e_rAy + eval(E[1][2],{r=r_Ay,theta=theta_Ay,phi=phi_Ay})*e_thetaAy +
eval(E[1][3],{r=r_Ay,theta=theta_Ay,phi=phi_Ay})*e_phiAy ):
> E_By := simplify(eval(E[2][1],{r=r_By,theta=theta_By,phi=phi_By})*e_rBy + eval(E[2][2],{r=r_By,theta=theta_By,phi=phi_By})*e_thetaBy +
eval(E[2][3],{r=r_By,theta=theta_By,phi=phi_By})*e_phiBy ):
The H fields
The z antennas
> H_Az := simplify(eval(H[1][1],{r=r_Az,theta=theta_Az,phi=phi_Az})*e_rAz + eval(H[1][2],{r=r_Az,theta=theta_Az,phi=phi_Az})*e_thetaAz +
eval(H[1][3],{r=r_Az,theta=theta_Az,phi=phi_Az})*e_phiAz ):
> H_Bz := simplify(eval(H[2][1],{r=r_Bz,theta=theta_Bz,phi=phi_Bz})*e_rBz + eval(H[2][2],{r=r_Bz,theta=theta_Bz,phi=phi_Bz})*e_thetaBz +
eval(H[2][3],{r=r_Bz,theta=theta_Bz,phi=phi_Bz})*e_phiBz ):
The x antennas
> H_Ax := simplify(eval(H[1][1],{r=r_Ax,theta=theta_Ax,phi=phi_Ax})*e_rAx + eval(H[1][2],{r=r_Ax,theta=theta_Ax,phi=phi_Ax})*e_thetaAx +
eval(H[1][3],{r=r_Ax,theta=theta_Ax,phi=phi_Ax})*e_phiAx ):
> H_Bx := simplify(eval(H[2][1],{r=r_Bx,theta=theta_Bx,phi=phi_Bx})*e_rBx + eval(H[2][2],{r=r_Bx,theta=theta_Bx,phi=phi_Bx})*e_thetaBx +
eval(H[2][3],{r=r_Bx,theta=theta_Bx,phi=phi_Bx})*e_phiBx ):
The y antennas
> H_Ay := simplify(eval(H[1][1],{r=r_Ay,theta=theta_Ay,phi=phi_Ay})*e_rAy + eval(H[1][2],{r=r_Ay,theta=theta_Ay,phi=phi_Ay})*e_thetaAy +
eval(H[1][3],{r=r_Ay,theta=theta_Ay,phi=phi_Ay})*e_phiAy ):
> H_By := simplify(eval(H[2][1],{r=r_By,theta=theta_By,phi=phi_By})*e_rBy + eval(H[2][2],{r=r_By,theta=theta_By,phi=phi_By})*e_thetaBy +
eval(H[2][3],{r=r_By,theta=theta_By,phi=phi_By})*e_phiBy ):
Form the integrand taking advantage of the invariant surface
> insideszz := coeff(series(DotProd(CrossProd(H_Bz,E_Az)+CrossProd(E_Bz,H_Az),n)*epsilon*epsilon*sin(u1),epsilon,3),epsilon,0):
> insideszx := coeff(series(DotProd(CrossProd(H_Bx,E_Az)+CrossProd(E_Bx,H_Az),n)*epsilon*epsilon*sin(u1),epsilon,3),epsilon,0):
> insideszy := coeff(series(DotProd(CrossProd(H_By,E_Az)+CrossProd(E_By,H_Az),n)*epsilon*epsilon*sin(u1),epsilon,3),epsilon,0):
> insidesxz := coeff(series(DotProd(CrossProd(H_Bz,E_Ax)+CrossProd(E_Bz,H_Ax),n)*epsilon*epsilon*sin(u1),epsilon,3),epsilon,0):
> insidesxx := coeff(series(DotProd(CrossProd(H_Bx,E_Ax)+CrossProd(E_Bx,H_Ax),n)*epsilon*epsilon*sin(u1),epsilon,3),epsilon,0):
> insidesxy := coeff(series(DotProd(CrossProd(H_By,E_Ax)+CrossProd(E_By,H_Ax),n)*epsilon*epsilon*sin(u1),epsilon,3),epsilon,0):
> insidesyz := coeff(series(DotProd(CrossProd(H_Bz,E_Ay)+CrossProd(E_Bz,H_Ay),n)*epsilon*epsilon*sin(u1),epsilon,3),epsilon,0):
> insidesyx := coeff(series(DotProd(CrossProd(H_Bx,E_Ay)+CrossProd(E_Bx,H_Ay),n)*epsilon*epsilon*sin(u1),epsilon,3),epsilon,0):
> insidesyy := coeff(series(DotProd(CrossProd(H_By,E_Ay)+CrossProd(E_By,H_Ay),n)*epsilon*epsilon*sin(u1),epsilon,3),epsilon,0):
Switch out the location in terms of p x, p y and p z for spherical coordinates
> Sphericalzz := expand(simplify(subs(p_x=r*cos(phi)*sin(theta),p_y=r*sin(phi)*sin(theta),p_z=r*cos(theta),insideszz))):
> Sphericalzx := expand(simplify(subs(p_x=r*cos(phi)*sin(theta),p_y=r*sin(phi)*sin(theta),p_z=r*cos(theta),insideszx))):
> Sphericalzy := expand(simplify(subs(p_x=r*cos(phi)*sin(theta),p_y=r*sin(phi)*sin(theta),p_z=r*cos(theta),insideszy))):
> Sphericalxz := expand(simplify(subs(p_x=r*cos(phi)*sin(theta),p_y=r*sin(phi)*sin(theta),p_z=r*cos(theta),insidesxz))):
> Sphericalxx := expand(simplify(subs(p_x=r*cos(phi)*sin(theta),p_y=r*sin(phi)*sin(theta),p_z=r*cos(theta),insidesxx))):
> Sphericalxy := expand(simplify(subs(p_x=r*cos(phi)*sin(theta),p_y=r*sin(phi)*sin(theta),p_z=r*cos(theta),insidesxy))):
> Sphericalyz := expand(simplify(subs(p_x=r*cos(phi)*sin(theta),p_y=r*sin(phi)*sin(theta),p_z=r*cos(theta),insidesyz))):
> Sphericalyx := expand(simplify(subs(p_x=r*cos(phi)*sin(theta),p_y=r*sin(phi)*sin(theta),p_z=r*cos(theta),insidesyx))):
> Sphericalyy := expand(simplify(subs(p_x=r*cos(phi)*sin(theta),p_y=r*sin(phi)*sin(theta),p_z=r*cos(theta),insidesyy))):
Perform the integrals and form the coupling matrix
Here the computation is broken from an integral of a sum to a sum of integrals XX coupling
CM[1][1]
> TempSphere := Sphericalxx:
> Solutions :=0:
> m := 0:
> for k from 1 by 1 to nops(TempSphere) do
> vals := int(int(op(k,TempSphere),u2=0..2*Pi),u1=0..Pi);
> if (vals<>0)
> then
> m := eval(s+1,s=m);
> Solutions[m] := vals;
> end if:
> end do:
> CouplingMatrix[1][1] := simplify(sum(Solutions[s],s=1..m));
XY coupling CM[1][2]
> TempSphere := Sphericalxy:
> Solutions :=0:
> m := 0:
> for k from 1 by 1 to nops(TempSphere) do
> vals := int(int(op(k,TempSphere),u2=0..2*Pi),u1=0..Pi);
> if (vals<>0)
> then
> m := eval(s+1,s=m);
> Solutions[m] := vals;
> end if:
> end do:
> CouplingMatrix[1][2] := simplify(sum(Solutions[s],s=1..m));
XZ coupling CM[1][3]
> TempSphere := Sphericalxz:
> Solutions :=0:
> m := 0:
> for k from 1 by 1 to nops(TempSphere) do
> vals := int(int(op(k,TempSphere),u2=0..2*Pi),u1=0..Pi);
> if (vals<>0)
> then
> m := eval(s+1,s=m);
> Solutions[m] := vals;
> end if:
> end do:
> CouplingMatrix[1][3] := simplify(sum(Solutions[s],s=1..m));
YX coupling CM[2][1]
> TempSphere := Sphericalyx:
> Solutions :=0:
> m := 0:
> for k from 1 by 1 to nops(TempSphere) do
> vals := int(int(op(k,TempSphere),u2=0..2*Pi),u1=0..Pi);
> if (vals<>0)
> then
> m := eval(s+1,s=m);
> Solutions[m] := vals;
> end if:
> end do:
> CouplingMatrix[2][1] := simplify(sum(Solutions[s],s=1..m));
YY coupling CM[2][2]
> TempSphere := Sphericalyy:
> Solutions :=0:
> m := 0:
> for k from 1 by 1 to nops(TempSphere) do
> vals := int(int(op(k,TempSphere),u2=0..2*Pi),u1=0..Pi);
> if (vals<>0)
> then
> m := eval(s+1,s=m);
> Solutions[m] := vals;
> end if:
> end do:
> CouplingMatrix[2][2] := simplify(sum(Solutions[s],s=1..m));
YZ coupling CM[2][3]
> TempSphere := Sphericalyz:
> Solutions :=0:
> m := 0:
> for k from 1 by 1 to nops(TempSphere) do
> vals := int(int(op(k,TempSphere),u2=0..2*Pi),u1=0..Pi);
> if (vals<>0)
> then
> m := eval(s+1,s=m);
> Solutions[m] := vals;
> end if:
> end do:
> CouplingMatrix[2][3] := simplify(sum(Solutions[s],s=1..m));
ZX coupling CM[3][1]
> TempSphere := Sphericalzx:
> Solutions :=0:
> m := 0:
> for k from 1 by 1 to nops(TempSphere) do
> vals := int(int(op(k,TempSphere),u2=0..2*Pi),u1=0..Pi);
> if (vals<>0)
> then
> m := eval(s+1,s=m);
> Solutions[m] := vals;
> end if:
> end do:
> CouplingMatrix[3][1] := simplify(sum(Solutions[s],s=1..m));
ZY coupling CM[3][2]
> TempSphere := Sphericalzy:
> Solutions :=0:
> m := 0:
> for k from 1 by 1 to nops(TempSphere) do
> vals := int(int(op(k,TempSphere),u2=0..2*Pi),u1=0..Pi);
> if (vals<>0)
> then
> m := eval(s+1,s=m);
> Solutions[m] := vals;
> end if:
> end do:
> CouplingMatrix[3][2] := simplify(sum(Solutions[s],s=1..m));
ZZ couplings CM[3][3]
> TempSphere := Sphericalzz:
> Solutions :=0:
> m := 0:
> for k from 1 by 1 to nops(TempSphere) do
> vals := int(int(op(k,TempSphere),u2=0..2*Pi),u1=0..Pi);
> if (vals<>0)
> then
> m := eval(s+1,s=m);
> Solutions[m] := vals;
> end if:
> end do:
> CouplingMatrix[3][3] := simplify(sum(Solutions[s],s=1..m));
Save this to the file
> CouplingMatrix := eval(CouplingMatrix,unassumevars):
> save CouplingMatrix,cat(Home,"CouplingMatrix.m");
6.7 Phase
> restart;
We’ll need to define this in EVERY file
This defines where we are so maple can save various results along the way
> Home := "C:\\NearFieldHome\\";
Set up the sheet with what is needed package and interface wise
> with(plots):
> Digits := 50:
Constants for this problem
> c:=3E8:
> f:=170E3:
> dm := 1:
> beta := 2*Pi*f/c:
Some assumptions
> assume(x,real);
> assume(y,real);
Read in the previous work
Fix the maple quirk
Extract the ZZ term
> read cat(Home,"CouplingMatrix.m");
> CM1:=eval(CouplingMatrix,{’dm’=dm,’beta’=beta}):
> ZZ := CM1[3][3]:
Test the phase information with no rotation
and with a varying rotation and fixed point
> rotation0 := {alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=0,alpha[3]=0}:
> rotation1 := {alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=0,alpha[3]=t}:
> point1 := {r = 40, theta=0, phi=0}:
This following result is what we’d expect
The phase in the near field is near constant. Then when we reach the far field we see
the linear phase shift caused by distance
> plot(argument(eval(eval(ZZ,rotation0),{theta=Pi/2,phi=0})),r=0..3000);
This again is the behavior that we’d expect
As we rotate around the origin the phase is unchanged
> plot(argument(eval(eval(ZZ,rotation0),{r=40,theta=Pi/2})),phi=0..2*Pi);
As the coupling goes through zero it flips phase, this is to be expected and can be compared
with the amplitude plot of the same thing
> plot(argument(eval(eval(ZZ,rotation0),{r=40,phi=0})),theta=0..Pi);
> plot(abs(eval(eval(ZZ,rotation0),{r=40,phi=0})),theta=0..Pi);
To be expected
As the antenna is rotated it flips phase as it’s amplitude goes through zero
> plot(argument(eval(eval(ZZ,rotation1),point1)),t=0..2*Pi);
> plot(abs(eval(eval(ZZ,rotation1),point1)),t=0..2*Pi);
Some other phase plots showing similar expected behavior
> plot(abs(eval(eval(ZZ,rotation0),{r=40,theta=Pi/2})),theta=0..2*Pi);
6.8 Power Procrustes Problem
> restart;
We’ll need to define this in EVERY file
This defines where we are so maple can save various results along the way
> Home := "C:\\NearFieldHome\\";
Set up the sheet with what is needed package and interface wise
> interface(warnlevel=0);
> with(LinearAlgebra):
> with(plots):
> with(Optimization):
> Digits :=20:
Constants for this problem
> c:=3E8:
> f:=170E3:
> dm := 1:
> beta := 2*Pi*f/c:
Some assumptions
> assume(x,real);
> assume(y,real);
Previous work with a fix to a maple quark
> read cat(Home,"CouplingMatrix.m");
> CM1:=eval(CouplingMatrix,{’dm’=dm,’beta’=beta}):
> CouplingMatrix:=Matrix([[CM1[1][1],CM1[1][2],CM1[1][3]],[CM1[2][1],CM1[2][2],CM1[2][3]],[CM1[3][1],CM1[3][2],CM1[3][3]]]):
> read cat(Home,"BasicDefinitions.m");
Now just take the real part
> CouplingMatrixRe := map(Re,CouplingMatrix):
Position of the second recieve antenna
> x0 := 0:
> y0 := 10:
> x1 := 10:
> y1 := 0:
> x2 := 10:
> y2 := 10:
Mi is the coupling matrix for the ith antenna based on a transmitter at some arbitrary point
with standard orientation.
> M1 := map(eval,CouplingMatrix,{r=sqrt(x^2+y^2),theta=Pi/2,phi=arctan(y,x)}):
> M2 := map(eval,CouplingMatrix,{r=sqrt((x-x0)^2+(y-y0)^2),theta=Pi/2,phi=arctan((y-y0),(x-x0))}):
> M3 := map(eval,CouplingMatrix,{r=sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2),theta=Pi/2,phi=arctan((y-y1),(x-x1))}):
> M4 := map(eval,CouplingMatrix,{r=sqrt((x-x2)^2+(y-y2)^2),theta=Pi/2,phi=arctan((y-y2),(x-x2))}):
Transmitters position
> xt := 7:
> yt := 7:
> rotation := {alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=Pi/7,alpha[3]=Pi/3}:
Define the search grid.
Ri is the coupling matrix corresponding to the receive signals from the transmitter (given
location and orientation) for the ith antenna.
MiR is the unrotation comparison matrix
ABti is the A B transpose from the procrustese problem, the Recieved matrix multiplied
by the transpose of the theoretical unrotated matrix
> R1 := map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M1,{x=xt,y=yt}),rotation)):
> R2 := map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M2,{x=xt,y=yt}),rotation)):
> R3 := map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M3,{x=xt,y=yt}),rotation)):
> R4 := map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M4,{x=xt,y=yt}),rotation)):
> M1r := map(Re,map(eval,M1,{alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=0,alpha[3]=0})):
> M2r := map(Re,map(eval,M2,{alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=0,alpha[3]=0})):
> M3r := map(Re,map(eval,M3,{alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=0,alpha[3]=0})):
> M4r := map(Re,map(eval,M4,{alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=0,alpha[3]=0})):
> ABt1 := map(eval,MatrixMatrixMultiply(map(Re,R1),Transpose(M1r))):
> ABt2 := MatrixMatrixMultiply(map(Re,R2),Transpose(M2r)):
> ABt3 := MatrixMatrixMultiply(map(Re,R3),Transpose(M3r)):
> ABt4 := MatrixMatrixMultiply(map(Re,R4),Transpose(M4r)):
Sp and Spn are the diagonal matricies that are used in the forming of P
R inverse is gnerated and has appropiate entries removed
> Sp := Matrix([[1,0,0],[0,1,0],[0,0,1]]):
> Spn := Matrix([[1,0,0],[0,1,0],[0,0,-1]]):
> R := map(eval,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Rx,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Ry,Rz)))^(-1):
> R[2,1] := eval(a,a=-R[2,1]):
> R[3,1] := -R[3,1]:
> R[1,2] := -R[1,2]:
> R[1,3] := -R[1,3]:
Find the error at a particular point, (xi,yi)
The results are explained in the report
> MinE1 := proc(xi,yi)
> ABt1e := map(evalf,map(eval,ABt1,{x=xi,y=yi}));
> M,Vs := SingularValues(ABt1e,output=[’U’,’Vt’]);
> if evalf(Determinant(ABt1e))<0 then
> P := MatrixMatrixMultiply(M,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Spn,Vs));
> else
> P := MatrixMatrixMultiply(M,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Sp,Vs));
> end if;
> outs := Minimize(MatrixNorm(P-R,Frobenius),alpha[1]=0..2*Pi,alpha[2]=0..2*Pi,alpha[3]=0..2*Pi);
> log(evalf(MatrixNorm(R1-map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M1,{x=xi,y=yi}),op(2,outs))))));
> end proc:
> MinE2 := proc(xi,yi)
> ABt2e := map(evalf,map(eval,ABt2,{x=xi,y=yi}));
> M,Vs := SingularValues(ABt2e,output=[’U’,’Vt’]);
> if evalf(Determinant(ABt2e))<0 then
> P := MatrixMatrixMultiply(M,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Spn,Vs));
> else
> P := MatrixMatrixMultiply(M,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Sp,Vs));
> end if;
> outs := Minimize(MatrixNorm(P-R,Frobenius),alpha[1]=0..2*Pi,alpha[2]=0..2*Pi,alpha[3]=0..2*Pi);
> log(evalf(MatrixNorm(R2-map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M2,{x=xi,y=yi}),op(2,outs))))));
> end proc:
> MinE3 := proc(xi,yi)
> ABt3e := map(evalf,map(eval,ABt3,{x=xi,y=yi}));
> M,Vs := SingularValues(ABt3e,output=[’U’,’Vt’]);
> if evalf(Determinant(ABt3e))<0 then
> P := MatrixMatrixMultiply(M,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Spn,Vs));
> else
> P := MatrixMatrixMultiply(M,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Sp,Vs));
> end if;
> outs := Minimize(MatrixNorm(P-R,Frobenius),alpha[1]=0..2*Pi,alpha[2]=0..2*Pi,alpha[3]=0..2*Pi);
> log(evalf(MatrixNorm(R3-map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M3,{x=xi,y=yi}),op(2,outs))))));
> end proc:
> MinE4 := proc(xi,yi)
> ABt4e := map(evalf,map(eval,ABt4,{x=xi,y=yi}));
> M,Vs := SingularValues(ABt4e,output=[’U’,’Vt’]);
> if evalf(Determinant(ABt4e))<0 then
> P := MatrixMatrixMultiply(M,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Spn,Vs));
> else
> P := MatrixMatrixMultiply(M,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Sp,Vs));
> end if;
> outs := Minimize(MatrixNorm(P-R,Frobenius),alpha[1]=0..2*Pi,alpha[2]=0..2*Pi,alpha[3]=0..2*Pi):
> log(evalf(MatrixNorm(R4-map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M4,{x=xi,y=yi}),op(2,outs))))));
> end proc:
> Sum1Rot := proc(xi,yi)
> local P,P4,P3,P2,P1,outs,M,Vs,ABte;
> ABte := map(evalf,map(eval,ABt4,{x=xi,y=yi}));
> M,Vs := SingularValues(ABte,output=[’U’,’Vt’]);
> if evalf(Determinant(ABte))<0 then
> P4 := MatrixMatrixMultiply(M,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Spn,Vs));
> else
> P4 := MatrixMatrixMultiply(M,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Sp,Vs));
> end if;
> ABte := map(evalf,map(eval,ABt3,{x=xi,y=yi}));
> M,Vs := SingularValues(ABte,output=[’U’,’Vt’]);
> if evalf(Determinant(ABte))<0 then
> P3 := MatrixMatrixMultiply(M,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Spn,Vs));
> else
> P3 := MatrixMatrixMultiply(M,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Sp,Vs));
> end if;
> ABte := map(evalf,map(eval,ABt2,{x=xi,y=yi}));
> M,Vs := SingularValues(ABte,output=[’U’,’Vt’]);
> if evalf(Determinant(ABte))<0 then
> P2 := MatrixMatrixMultiply(M,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Spn,Vs));
> else
> P2 := MatrixMatrixMultiply(M,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Sp,Vs));
> end if;
> ABte := map(evalf,map(eval,ABt1,{x=xi,y=yi}));
> M,Vs := SingularValues(ABte,output=[’U’,’Vt’]);
> if evalf(Determinant(ABte))<0 then
> P1 := MatrixMatrixMultiply(M,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Spn,Vs));
> else
> P1 := MatrixMatrixMultiply(M,MatrixMatrixMultiply(Sp,Vs));
> end if;
> P := (P1+P2+P3+P4)/4;
> outs := Minimize(MatrixNorm(P-R,Frobenius),alpha[1]=0..2*Pi,alpha[2]=0..2*Pi,alpha[3]=0..2*Pi):
> error1 := evalf(MatrixNorm(R1-map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M1,{x=xi,y=yi}),op(2,outs)))));
> error2 := evalf(MatrixNorm(R2-map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M2,{x=xi,y=yi}),op(2,outs)))));
> error3 := evalf(MatrixNorm(R3-map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M3,{x=xi,y=yi}),op(2,outs)))));
> error4 := evalf(MatrixNorm(R4-map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M4,{x=xi,y=yi}),op(2,outs)))));
> log(error1+error2+error3+error4);
> end proc:
Plot the sum of the logs of individual antennas’ errors as the grid is scanned.
The results are explained in the report.
> plot3d(Sum1Rot,1..9,1..9,axes=normal,contours=20);
> plot3d((MinE1),1..9,1..9,axes=normal,contours=20);
> plot3d((MinE2),1..9,1..9,axes=normal,contours=20);
> plot3d((MinE3),1..9,1..9,axes=normal,contours=20);
> plot3d((MinE4),1..9,1..9,axes=normal,contours=20);
6.9 Procrustes Problem
> restart;
We’ll need to define this in EVERY file
This defines where we are so maple can save various results along the way
> Home := "C:\\NearFieldHome\\";
Set up the sheet with what is needed package and interface wise
> with(LinearAlgebra):
> with(plots):
> Digits := 50:
Constants for this problem
> c:=3E8:
> f:=170E3:
> dm := 1:
> beta := 2*Pi*f/c:
Some assumptions
> assume(x,real);
> assume(y,real);
Previous work with a fix to a maple quark
> read cat(Home,"CouplingMatrix.m");
> CM1:=eval(CouplingMatrix,{’dm’=dm,’beta’=beta}):
> CouplingMatrix:=Matrix([[CM1[1][1],CM1[1][2],CM1[1][3]],[CM1[2][1],CM1[2][2],CM1[2][3]],[CM1[3][1],CM1[3][2],CM1[3][3]]]):
Now just take the real part
> CouplingMatrixRe := map(Re,CouplingMatrix):
Position of the second recieve antenna
> x0 := 0:
> y0 := 10:
> x1 := 10:
> y1 := 0:
> x2 := 10:
> y2 := 10:
The specific coupling matrices
> M1 := map(eval,CouplingMatrixRe,{r=sqrt(x^2+y^2),theta=Pi/2,phi=arctan(y,x)}):
> M2 := map(eval,CouplingMatrixRe,{r=sqrt((x-x0)^2+(y-y0)^2),theta=Pi/2,phi=arctan((y-y0),(x-x0))}):
> M3 := map(eval,CouplingMatrixRe,{r=sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2),theta=Pi/2,phi=arctan((y-y1),(x-x1))}):
> M4 := map(eval,CouplingMatrixRe,{r=sqrt((x-x2)^2+(y-y2)^2),theta=Pi/2,phi=arctan((y-y2),(x-x2))}):
Transmitters position
> xt := 7:
> yt := 7:
> rotation := {alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=Pi/7,alpha[3]=Pi/3}:
Define the search grid.
Ri is the coupling matrix corresponding to the receive signals from the transmitter (given
location and orientation) for the ith antenna.
MiR is the unrotation comparison matrix
ABti is the A B transpose from the procrustese problem, the Recieved matrix multiplied
by the transpose of the theoretical unrotated matrix
> R1 := map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M1,{x=xt,y=yt}),rotation)):
> R2 := map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M2,{x=xt,y=yt}),rotation)):
> R3 := map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M3,{x=xt,y=yt}),rotation)):
> R4 := map(evalf,map(eval,map(eval,M4,{x=xt,y=yt}),rotation)):
> M1 := map(eval,M1,{alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=0,alpha[3]=0}):
> M2 := map(eval,M2,{alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=0,alpha[3]=0}):
> M3 := map(eval,M3,{alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=0,alpha[3]=0}):
> M4 := map(eval,M4,{alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=0,alpha[3]=0}):
> ABt1 := MatrixMatrixMultiply(R1,Transpose(M1)):
> ABt2 := MatrixMatrixMultiply(R2,Transpose(M2)):
> ABt3 := MatrixMatrixMultiply(R3,Transpose(M3)):
> ABt4 := MatrixMatrixMultiply(R4,Transpose(M4)):
Dp and Dpn are the scalers for the addition of the singular values
tbi is the precomputed frobenius norm for the procrustes problem
> Dp := Vector([1,1,1]):
> Dpn := Vector([1,1,1]):
> tb1 := evalf(MatrixNorm(map(evalf,R1),Frobenius))^2:
> tb2 := evalf(MatrixNorm(map(evalf,R2),Frobenius))^2:
> tb3 := evalf(MatrixNorm(map(evalf,R3),Frobenius))^2:
> tb4 := evalf(MatrixNorm(map(evalf,R4),Frobenius))^2:
Find the error at a particular point, (xi,yi)
The results are explained in the report
> MinE1 := proc(xi,yi)
> local ta1,tc1;
> ta1 := evalf(MatrixNorm(map(evalf,map(eval,(M1),{x=xi,y=yi})),Frobenius))^2;
> if evalf(Determinant(map(eval,ABt1,{x=xi,y=yi})))<0 then
> tc1 := DotProduct(SingularValues(map(evalf,map(eval,ABt1,{x=xi,y=yi}))),Dpn);
> else
> tc1 := DotProduct(SingularValues(map(evalf,map(eval,ABt1,{x=xi,y=yi}))),Dp);
> end if;
> log(ta1+tb1-2*tc1)
> end proc:
> MinE2 := proc(xi,yi)
> local ta2,tc2;
> ta2 := evalf(MatrixNorm(map(evalf,map(eval,(M2),{x=xi,y=yi})),Frobenius))^2;
> if evalf(Determinant(map(eval,ABt2,{x=xi,y=yi})))<0 then
> tc2 := DotProduct(SingularValues(map(evalf,map(eval,ABt2,{x=xi,y=yi}))),Dpn);
> else
> tc2 := DotProduct(SingularValues(map(evalf,map(eval,ABt2,{x=xi,y=yi}))),Dp);
> end if;
> log(ta2+tb2-2*tc2)
> end proc:
> MinE3 := proc(xi,yi)
> local ta3,tc3;
> ta3 := evalf(MatrixNorm(map(evalf,map(eval,(M3),{x=xi,y=yi})),Frobenius))^2;
> if evalf(Determinant(map(eval,ABt3,{x=xi,y=yi})))<0 then
> tc3 := DotProduct(SingularValues(map(evalf,map(eval,ABt3,{x=xi,y=yi}))),Dpn);
> else
> tc3 := DotProduct(SingularValues(map(evalf,map(eval,ABt3,{x=xi,y=yi}))),Dp);
> end if;
> log(ta3+tb3-2*tc3)
> end proc:
> MinE4 := proc(xi,yi)
> local ta4,tc4;
> ta4 := evalf(MatrixNorm(map(evalf,map(eval,(M4),{x=xi,y=yi})),Frobenius))^2;;
> if evalf(Determinant(map(eval,ABt4,{x=xi,y=yi})))<0 then
> tc4 := DotProduct(SingularValues(map(evalf,map(eval,ABt4,{x=xi,y=yi}))),Dpn);
> else
> tc4 := DotProduct(SingularValues(map(evalf,map(eval,ABt4,{x=xi,y=yi}))),Dp);
> end if;
> log(ta4+tb4-2*tc4)
> end proc:
> Sum1 := proc(xi,yi)
> local ta1,ta2,ta3,ta4,tc1,tc2,tc3,tc4;
> ta1 := evalf(MatrixNorm(map(evalf,map(eval,(M1),{x=xi,y=yi})),Frobenius))^2;
> ta2 := evalf(MatrixNorm(map(evalf,map(eval,(M2),{x=xi,y=yi})),Frobenius))^2;
> ta3 := evalf(MatrixNorm(map(evalf,map(eval,(M3),{x=xi,y=yi})),Frobenius))^2;
> ta4 := evalf(MatrixNorm(map(evalf,map(eval,(M4),{x=xi,y=yi})),Frobenius))^2;
> if evalf(Determinant(map(eval,ABt2,{x=xi,y=yi})))<0 then
> tc1 := DotProduct(SingularValues(map(evalf,map(eval,ABt1,{x=xi,y=yi}))),Dpn);
> tc2 := DotProduct(SingularValues(map(evalf,map(eval,ABt2,{x=xi,y=yi}))),Dpn);
> tc3 := DotProduct(SingularValues(map(evalf,map(eval,ABt3,{x=xi,y=yi}))),Dpn);
> tc4 := DotProduct(SingularValues(map(evalf,map(eval,ABt4,{x=xi,y=yi}))),Dpn);
> else
> tc1 := DotProduct(SingularValues(map(evalf,map(eval,ABt1,{x=xi,y=yi}))),Dp);
> tc2 := DotProduct(SingularValues(map(evalf,map(eval,ABt2,{x=xi,y=yi}))),Dp);
> tc3 := DotProduct(SingularValues(map(evalf,map(eval,ABt3,{x=xi,y=yi}))),Dp);
> tc4 := DotProduct(SingularValues(map(evalf,map(eval,ABt4,{x=xi,y=yi}))),Dp);
> end if;
> log(ta1+tb1-2*tc1+ta2+tb2-2*tc2+ta3+tb3-2*tc3+ta4+tb4-2*tc4)
> end proc:
Plot the sum of the logs of individual antennas’ errors as the grid is scanned.
The results are explained in the report.
> plot3d(Sum1,4..9,4..9,axes=normal,contours=20);
> plot3d((MinE1),4..9,4..9,axes=normal,contours=20);
> plot3d((MinE2),4..9,4..9,axes=normal,contours=20);
> plot3d((MinE3),4..9,4..9,axes=normal,contours=20);
> plot3d((MinE4),4..9,4..9,axes=normal,contours=20);
6.10 Rotation Demo
> restart;
We’ll need to define this in EVERY file
This defines where we are so maple can save various results along the way
> Home := "C:\\NearFieldHome\\";
Set up the sheet with what is needed package and interface wise
> with(LinearAlgebra):
> with(plots):
> with(CodeGeneration):
> Digits := 20:
Constants for this problem
> c:=3E8:
> f:=170E3:
> dm := 1:
> beta := 2*Pi*f/c:
Previous work with a fix to a maple quark
> read cat(Home,"CouplingMatrix.m");
> CM1:=eval(CouplingMatrix,{’dm’=dm,’beta’=beta}):
> CouplingMatrix :=Matrix([[CM1[1][1],CM1[1][2],CM1[1][3]],[CM1[2][1],CM1[2][2],CM1[2][3]],[CM1[3][1],CM1[3][2],CM1[3][3]]]):
Place the transmitter randomly with rt,tt,pt and then rotate it randomly with rotation1
> rt := (rand() mod 100):
> tt := (rand() mod 100)/100*Pi:
> pt := (rand() mod 100)/100*2*Pi:
> rotation0 := {alpha[1]=0,alpha[2]=0,alpha[3]=0}:
> rotation1 := {alpha[1]=(rand() mod 100)/100*2*Pi,alpha[2]=(rand() mod 100)/100*2*Pi,alpha[3]=(rand() mod 100)/100*2*Pi}:
Define the received matrix as the coupling matrix evaluated at the point. First our reference
unrotated one and then our rotated one
Taking the real and imaginary parts seperate.
> Received0 := map(evalf,eval(eval(CouplingMatrix,{r=rt,theta=tt,phi=pt}),rotation0)):
> Rec0Re := map(Re,Received0):
> Rec0Im := evalf(map(Im,Received0)):
> Received1 := map(evalf,eval(eval(CouplingMatrix,{r=rt,theta=tt,phi=pt}),rotation1)):
> Rec1Re := map(Re,Received1):
> Rec1Im := map(Im,Received1):
Find the supposed transform matrix
> RRe := evalf(MatrixMatrixMultiply(Rec1Re,Rec0Re^(-1))):
> RIm := evalf(MatrixMatrixMultiply(Rec1Im,Rec0Im^(-1))):
If the transform on the real part was a pure rotation this should result in an identity matrix,
which is seems to be very close on
> rots1 := MatrixMatrixMultiply(RRe,Transpose(RRe));
Various check to see how close to a true rotation we are.
Check the Frobenius norm distance between the two.
Check to see how close our eigenvalues are to (1,1,1)
> evalf(MatrixNorm(rots1-IdentityMatrix(3),Frobenius));
> Eigenvalues(rots1);
Now we check if the imaginary version has the same property and find that it does not.
> MatrixMatrixMultiply(RIm,Transpose(RIm));
Now check to see if we no longer recieve a rotation matrix if we translate the point farther
away.
> rt2 := rt + 20:
> tt2 := tt + 0:
> pt2 := pt + 0:
> Received2 := map(evalf,eval(eval(CouplingMatrix,{r=rt2,theta=tt2,phi=pt2}),rotation1)):
> Rec2Re := map(Re,Received2):
Now we perform a similiar calculation to what we did before, finding the transform matrix
and then check to see how close it resembles a rotation.
This result indicates that there is not much position information in the real part of the
matrix as it sees a simple rotation when moving between points in space aswell.
The procrustes solution will, therefor, have trouble telling solutions apart with only the
real part and is why we moved onto the power method.
> RRe2 := evalf(MatrixMatrixMultiply(Rec2Re,Rec0Re^(-1))):
> rots2 := MatrixMatrixMultiply(RRe2,Transpose(RRe2));
> evalf(sqrt(3)-MatrixNorm(rots2,Frobenius));
> Eigenvalues(rots2);
